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ABSTRACT

Advancements in technology have made musical instruments, especially electronic instruments, accessible to the masses. As a result,
music-making has become more widespread and convenient. However, the blackboxing practices of commercial Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) have conditioned many users to produce only specific
styles of music. Furthermore, as many of these commercial instruments
produce sound through loudspeakers, rather than the body of the instrument, players lose the physical and tactile connection to sound and
music. Consequently, these DMIs inhibit understanding of the relationship between musicality and our everyday physical world, and cut players off from exploring a more extensive range of musical possibilities.
Despite the multiplication of music-making tools, music-making practices still operate on the same principles. The production of music requires instruments to generate organized physical sound energies that
follow the schema of a score. This dissertation studies a new class of Interactive Music Systems (IMSs) called Score Instruments that embed
both instrument and score into a single unified interface. Score Instruments reopen the range of possibilities offered by everyday sounds
and objects as musical bricolage tools to bring players into a personalized, guided, and open-ended use of the instrument. Players of Score
Instruments are called Musical Wonderers, as the instruments encourage them to focus on exploration to build their own musical language,
rather than on the technically correct realization of music.
The dissertation describes the concept of Score Instruments. Two instances of Score Instruments demonstrate how the techniques and
criteria translate into specific IMSs. City Symphonies is a massive musical collaboration platform that encourages players to listen to their
cities and create music with environmental sounds. MM-RT is a tabletop tangible musical instrument that employs electromagnetic actua-

3

tors and small permanent magnets to physically induce sounds with
found objects. Both projects exemplify how Score Instruments can simultaneously stimulate open creativity and provide meaningful direction and constraints that guide users to learn underlying principles about
music and the physical world. The design investigations and historical
perspective of this dissertation offer a future of music-making practice

that is based on exploration and designed to broaden the definition and
variety of music.
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PROLOGUE

This dissertation is about music-making. I've been honored to have
my work described as some of the most unusual musical instruments
reviewers have seen, although I never created them with the purpose
of making them unusual. What does it mean for my instruments to be
called both musical and unusual?
My work is rooted in the traditions and values of the Opera of the Future
research group at the MIT Media Lab. Led by Tod Machover, Opera
of the Future focuses on extending expression, learning, and health
through innovations in musical composition, performance, and participation'. The research in the group includes musical instrument design,
performance space design, and interactive installations.

Figure 1: Musical Instruments Designed for Brain Opera. a) The Brain Opera
Installation with Rhythm Trees as prominent figures. b) Harmonic
Driving enables players to operate and control the direction of music. c) Gesture Wall measures the movement of players to generate
music. d) Singing Tree invites players to interact with the system
with their voice. e) Melody Easel has touch-sensitive displays and
runs different musical voicing.

This dissertation is the result of seven years of work that carries the
spirit of the group's Hyperinstruments project, which originated in 1986.
The concept behind Hyperinstruments was to capture data and metadata from live musical performances, process it through a series of
computer programs, and use it to generate an unheard-of musical result [128].

1 opera. media. mit. edu
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One goal for the Hyperinstruments project was to design expanded
musical instruments, using technology to give extra power to both virtuosic performers and musical novices. In particular, Brain Opera and
Toy Symphony anticipate the work of this dissertation in that they drew
musical concepts and techniques from a tradition of engaging and captivating audience members in live performance situations [129, 165].
Musical instruments and compositional systems created for these two
projects were designed for musical novices (See Figures 1 and 2 for
examples).
The instrument builders and software designers invented methods to
simplify and democratize the interface of musical instruments, with the
intention of encouraging people to engage with and explore music. This
process of democratization and reinvention requires not only a deep
understanding of the musical realm, from conception to performance,
but also calls for an appreciation of human behaviors, group dynamics,
and human artistic aspirations. The challenges of this process drove
me to think about a new paradigm for music-making.

Figure 2: Musical Instruments designed for Toy Symphony. a) Music Shaper,
in which children squeeze the soft fabric to direct music [97]. b) Beatbugs are interconnected musical systems that children can use to
make music collaboratively [226].

Musical instruments can take many shapes, and humanity will never be
done exploring all the possible ways to make music. Keeping this vision
in mind, this dissertation work presents a new paradigm for designing
musical instruments called Score Instruments.
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INTRODUCTION

The fundamental nature and meaning of music lie not in objects,
not in musical works at all, but in action, in what people do.
- Christopher Small, Musicking [198]

What does one mean by music-making? When we think about musicmaking, we may imagine musicians playing in ensembles or concert
bands, often with electronic instruments. Regardless of the format
of music-making, it usually requires musical instruments, which can
evoke images of an intensive (and often frustrating) learning period
followed by the reward of future virtuosic mastery.
While virtuosic performances are captivating, they are not the only way
to make music. Another approach may focus more on exploration and
discovery. Moreover, music-making can also mean generating organized sounds without instruments specifically designed to be musical.
In the same way that a painter can make something beautiful from only
chalk and pavement, musicians can express their art with only a few
pots, sticks, and nails. In fact, music can be made anywhere, at any
time, and with any objects. Everyday objects are a fascinating source
of musical sounds.

Pen Tap beat-making for example, requires only two pens and a table
to start creating percussive music (see Figure 3). It is a skill anyone can
practice virtually anywhere. The variety of sounds a player can obtain
from two pens on a tabletop surface can be highly expressive. The pen
tap practice can indefinitely extend the variety of sounds, as players
experiment with different tabletop materials, surfaces, or pens. Alternatively, players might ask what happens if we bring others to collaborate, using more pens to create music together? Would these changes
result in creating an entirely different set of sounds and music? With
some imagination and a basic understanding of the sounds that make
up the pen tap beats, anyone can potentially develop a virtuosic mastery of beat-making.
This is the kind of exploration that has inspired humans in the neverending process of refining the artifacts that are known today as musical

instruments. Our predecessors paid very close attention to the acoustic
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Figure 3: Typical Pen Tap beat-making configuration. Two pens and a table.
(Photo credit: MaLm1 Pen Tapping , "Pen Tapping - New Beats
#6," 2014.)

properties of objects they used to make music. Throughout history, this
focus on the link between physicality and sounds took several forms.
For instance, one of the earliest types of musical instruments is thought

to be a shaker attached to the limb, suggesting that the acts of dancing
and playing music were inseparable and born from the same embodied
actions [186]. In about 580 BCE, Pythagoras discovered a system of
musical tuning in which the frequency ratios of all intervals were a pure
perfect fifth through experiments with the tension of strings, size of
bells, and length of pipe [100]. This system later developed into the
rules of Western harmony. More recently, the body of the modern guitar
developed its unique shape so that it would resonate with the strings
in a mathematically harmonious fashion [72].
Although the musical instruments we see today result from thousands
of years of sonic experimentation, they are not the only way to create
music. Ethnomusicologists and organologists would argue that turning everyday objects into musical instruments is a common practice
in many traditions [54, 147]. Ancient examples include sea shells as
horns, gourds as drums, and bones as drumsticks and flutes. In our
modern time, composer and philosopher John Cage pushed this idea
of turning everyday objects into musical instruments further. In the
piece called Water Walk, Cage uses objects related to water-such as
a bathtub, toy fish, pressure cooker, electric mixer, and rubber duckto create music (see Figure 4) [27]. In these examples, we see that music formulates in our mind and can develop into the most varied forms.
What matters is our understanding of the musical affordances and
acoustic properties of the instruments, may they be as varied as umbrellas, pots, or shoes. Using everyday objects as musical instruments
is not only a trend aimed at re-energizing the musical world into thinking creatively about the roots and meanings of music, it can also be a
powerful method of finding personal interfaces and tools for personal
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expression. The right combination of acoustic and physical properties
might have the power to make individuals virtuosic in a wide diversity
of unique sonorities, and even to invent new standards that could become the classics of tomorrow.

Figure 4: John Cage performing Water Walk. (Photo credit: Open Culture,
"John Cage Performs Water Walk on US Game Show I've Got a
Secret (1960)," 2014.)

De-standardizing music to allow for more diversity is a compelling mission, but it also carries many risks of failure, especially related to scaling across both time and space. Western music is widespread partially
because of the musical theory it developed over the centuries. Past
composers who used standard musical protocols can reach us across
time and space because their work is printed on a sheet of music that
we can understand. Moreover, the pieces are reproducible by musicians around the world, who play on the same standardized instruments with regular pitch intervals and scales.
Scores and Instruments are the two pillars of music-making. They require some form of standardization to work together. If the first stage
of inventing a new musical experience is to create unique instruments,
the next stage is to create ways to share those instruments' compositional and musical potential with others. Scores have also evolved
along a complex path, and modern composers have often tried to bend
the classic Western notation system to accommodate new instruments
1 Gibson defines affordance as the feature of an object or the environment that enables
action [82]. Tanaka describes the musical affordances of an instrument as affordances
"that allow the musician performing on the instrument to artfully and reliably articulate
sound output of varying nature that communicates musical intent, energy, and emotion
to the listener' [203].
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such as the theremin or to represent extended playing methods such
as prepared pianos or tape music.
Many instrument makers have tried to invent notation systems to document and teach the mastery of their instruments (see [168], for example), but few of them have passed the test of time, and the newly
invented instruments too often die with their inventors. Nevertheless,
what if we could create instruments that embed the notion of a score
within them? What if, as the player engages with the instrument, the instrument itself reveals its past use and its musical, compositional, and
improvisational potential? What if learning becomes both improvising
and composing, at the same time?

1.1

Problem Statement

Owing to the advancements in digital technology and inexpensive consumer products available on the market, music-making and listening
using Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) are becoming widespread
[53, 116, 159]. One key factor that distinguishes DMIs from traditional
acoustic musical instruments is the abstraction of controllers and synthesizers 2 . In other words, digital musicians are required to juggle two
pieces: controllers and synthesizers, as controllers by themselves do
not produce sounds, and synthesizers require controllers to produce
sounds.
This controller-synthesizer abstraction is an attempt to make musicmaking flexible by using standardized digital technology [125]. However, in this quest for standardization and flexibility, DMIs are blackboxing the underlying scientific and musical knowledge within the instruments [132]. In fact, this blackboxing phenomenon also happens
at other levels. For example, pitch intervals in music theory and sample playback systems using real-time digital signal processing can be
hidden entirely within the instrument, letting users focus on operating
the instrument without having to care about its internal functions. In
this dissertation, we will build upon two essential components of musicmaking that often suffer from blackboxing practices in DMIs: embodiment and embedded musicality.

1.1.1

Embodiment

Many DMIs disconnect music-making from the physicality of music,
which often means that their users lack the embodied connection to
2 Refer to Section 1.2.1 for details.
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music, and their understanding of the relationship between musicality
and our everyday physical world becomes ambiguous [44, 46]. This
quality of embodiment can be visualized along a spectrum (see Figure 5). For example, the cello can be considered a highly embodied
musical instrument, as players feel the vibration with their whole bodies and hear the spatially localized sound coming directly from the instrument. In comparison, keyboard-based digital synthesizers enable
fine dexterity of the fingers, and they may give the player haptic feedback via weighted keys, but they decouple sound production from the
instrument (controller) by the use of loudspeakers. The keyboard players can feel disconnected from the actual acoustical instrument sound.
Similarly, the theremin not only generates sounds electronically, but it
also no mechanism for physical contact or tactile feedback between the
player and the instrument body. This issue of disembodiment is also
very noticeable in a laptop orchestra performance, where performers
sit behind their screens to generate music by typing code, often leaving their audience puzzling and wondering what the players are doing
behind the screen [36].

Figure 5: Example instruments that showcase the spectrum of embodiment:
a) cello, b) keyboard-based synthesizer, and c) laptop music performance. The embodied connection between the players and the
instruments/devices progressively decreases in the images from left
to right. (Photo credits: Brad Swonetz/Redux, 2015; Jordan Rudess,
2017; Media Archive Performance, 2013.)

1.1.2

Embedded Musicality

While music-making has become more convenient and diverse, users
of commercial DMIs and software tools "are almost led into producing
music of certain styles" [133] because of the music industry's standardization practices. Users of off-the-shelf, mass-targeted instruments and
software may be able to create only certain kinds of music; it may prove
difficult to make truly novel music, except, perhaps, for players who
are also experts in computer music and can program their own music software. Moreover, even in this case, computers are limited in
their potential to create new music due to inherent limitations of digital technology, the traditional synthesizer engine, and the constraints
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of their interfaces. For example, Figure by Propellerhead presents a
highly blackboxed, pattern-based music system that invites users to
make dance-oriented electronic music, intuitively, with a touch-based
user interface (see Figure 6). Although Figure offers an excellent environment for anyone to make music instantly, the system prohibits users
from incorporating a personal musical language based on, for example,
their own recorded sounds, musical scales, and beat patterns.

On the other hands, audio programming languages such as Csound3
enable users to digitally define their musical instruments through specFigure 6: The interface of ifying algorithmic sound synthesis engines (see Listing 1 for an examFigure by Propellerhead. ple Csound syntax for creating custom digital instruments) [19]. While
(Photo credit: Propellerthis is liberating for dedicated musicians and artists pursuing novel muhead, 2012.)
sic, audio programming languages can be intimidating and difficult for
first-time users. In reality, constructing a musical expression that is entirely free from encapsulated musicality takes many years of practice.
Designing DMIs that allow their users to intuitively think about creating
their own musical language on top of the initially intended musicality is
difficult.
Prepared pianos offer an excellent example for considering the potential of embedded musicality. Pianos have a certain inherent musicality embedded by design, such as a number of octaves and range of
notes in the audible spectrum, as well as the one-to-one mapping relationship between a key and a particular pitch based on Western music
theory. This mapping relationship gives the instrument its signature
sound, making its sonority beautiful and practical for composers and
musicians to communicate musical ideas. Nevertheless, this mapping
relationship can limit composers and musicians who wish to think outside of the box musically. The musicality of the piano can be extended,
or hacked, by inserting objects between the strings. Nails, forks, cotton
balls, or rubber bands will add various textures and resonances to the

instrument's natural sounds. When playing a piano with augmented
techniques, the player also experiences more direct contact and embodiment between the strings and their fingers. This example is a beautiful attempt at bringing more creativity, diversity, and physicality into
the embodiment and embedded musicality of an existing instrument.

1.2

Research Statement

Taking the two blackboxing phenomena into account, this dissertation
asks the following research question: How can we make explorative
DMIs that embody the physical connection to music in an intuitive way,
3 csound.com
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to engage players to deepen their understanding of music and construct their own musical language? If we want more music-makers to
create novel music, it seems essential to provide them with tools that
not only empower them with music-making but also, and at the same
time, enable them to think aesthetically about the process of creating
music to define their own musicality.

1.2.1

Score and Instrument

The departure point in addressing this research question starts from investigating the origin of music-making. In the acoustic musical tradition,
score and instrument are two separate entities that form the foundation of musical works [84, 151]. A musical score is typically a graphical
notation system to describe discrete musical events in letters, words,
signs, and symbols. Musical instruments are then used in performance
or recordings to execute and interpret musical intentions expressed on
musical scores. In this sense, scores are treated as manuals from the
composers while instruments are tools for the performers to express
the composition. The flow diagram in Figure 7 represents the relationship of score and instrument along with the roles each profession has
within them. The prominent characteristic of this musical work model
is that the flow of creation is unidirectional, from the instrument maker
until the music reaches the ears of the audience.
Maker

enInstrument
-

-

i

Musician
composer

Audience

Score

Figure 7: The flow diagram depicts the author's interpretation of the foundation of musical works in the acoustic musical tradition. Instrument
makers create the musical instruments. Instruments are then used
by the composer to create a musical score. Musicians take the score
and perform for the audience.

With the advent of electronic music and concepts such as Interactive
Music System (IMS), the distinctions between composer, instrument
builder, systems designer, and performer have blurred [59, 131]. Electronic music composers can express a score in electronic circuits or
software codes, which in turn can also be musical instruments [14,
158]. Whether an IMS is as an instrument or a composition system
depends on the degree of control and the type of interactions offered
to the player [35]. The diagram in Figure 8 illustrates the ambiguous
roles a musician might take while playing a digital music system. Clari-

fying the musician's role in a yet-to-be-made digital music system can
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direct the system designers to think about the type of constraints and
musical affordance the system implements. When designing a novel
musical instrument, it is essential to clarify the musician's role, responsibility, and agency, to inform the constraints and musical affordances
of the future DMI.
Digital Music System

Musician

Instrumenuilder

controller

compositional System

Composer
Synthesizer

Performer

Figure 8: A single musician can optionally take on any role in interacting with
a digital music system. A Digital Music System (DMS) is typically divided into three parts: controller, compositional system, and synthesizer. This model is analogous to the model of musical instruments
discussed below.

It can be hard to agree on a unique definition of the term instrument.
Formally, the definition of an instrument is "any means of producing
sounds that are considered to be music by the persons producing them"
[171]. In this dissertation, we follow the tradition of the New Interfaces
for Musical Expression (NIME) 4 community, and define an instrument
as a model consisting of two parts: a controller-a device that provides
input to a musical instrument, and a synthesizer-a sound production
mechanism that results in a musical output [145] (see Figure 9). The
relationship between a controller and a synthesizer is defined through
mapping, a technique that configures the connection between a controller and a synthesizer [92]. This instrument representation applies to

both acoustic and digital systems, but the separation between a controller and synthesizer is typically more apparent in DMIs [44].

Gestural

Input

Mapping
Do

Controller

Sound
l-

Synthesizer

Output
10

Figure 9: A simplified representation of a musical instrument defined by [145].

A score is conventionally defined as "the notation of a [musical] work"
[171]. The word is used to describe a written description of a musical composition that specifies all musical parts, enabling performers to
4 nime.org
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reproduce that musical composition at a later time. This dissertation interprets the concept of score more broadly. The interpretation includes
concepts such as visual notation systems, compositional algorithms
embedded in a computer memory, and mental rules for improvisation.
A score, then, is regarded as a blueprint that is needed to play and perform music, even in an improvisational situation. In other words, this
dissertation treats score as a compositional system either notated or
remembered in some way, or spontaneously generated in real time by
human or machine to be played during a performance.
---------------

Compositional System

I

Open to Interpretation

Instrument
Composer

uiinAdec

-

Score

Figure 10: The flow diagram of a compositional system that opens up opportunities for the musician to improvise.

Figure 10 demonstrates the connections among composer, compositional system, and musician when performing a piece of music. The
instrument can be a separate component of the system, and the score
does not need to be written out as sheet music. A composer also does
not need to specify every parameter of music in the system. Instead,
the composer might focus on specifying the field of musical possibilities and leave some of the musical parameters open to interpretation
for the performing musician. The system does require some way to
store the musical instruction, so that it can be retrieved later, either algorithmically or cognitively. The concept of the compositional system
is prominent in aleatoric music, jazz improvisation, and audio programming practices (see Figure 11).

1.2.2

Musical Wonderers

Just as this dissertation extends the conventional definitions of score
and instruments, it also pays close attention to the intended audience.
This work does not aim to transform everyone into a virtuoso, nor satisfy and engage players with game-like activities. The work designed
through this dissertation aims at a specific population called Musical
Wonderers: individuals who develop curiosity about music in concert,
installation, and everyday contexts. Musical Wonderers play music
more from interpretation and exploration than from technically correct
realization. They can become experts in music by listening to and practicing musical decision making.
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Musical Wonderer
Composer/Performer I

Evaluation

Listener

Multimodal
Responses

Instruction

Score Instruments
Figure 12: The Model of Musical Wonderers interacting with Score Instruments.

bal expressions lay at different levels for each speaker, beautiful meanings can be expressed in unique musical manners. In this sense, Musical Wonderers cross one step toward developing a personal musical
language.

1.2.3

Score Instruments

The music-making practice has evolved and diversified over the centuries, but as we saw in the previous section, one dual aspect of music
creation remains fundamentally unchanged. The production of music
requires instruments to generate physical sound energies in an organized fashion, interpreted in the schema in a score [151]. This dissertation hypothesizes that merging both instruments and scores into a
unified IMS can address the blackboxing problem stated above. The
music visualization and automation techniques fulfill the unification of
instrument and score. Moreover, the disembodiment problem is addressed through the use of everyday sounds and found objects. This
dissertation treats IMS with capabilities such as Score Instruments.
More specifically, Score Instruments are defined as IMS that:
- Merge both instrument and score into a unified interface
- Incorporate music visualizations, animations, and automations to
achieve the unification of instrument and score
- Focus on open-ended music-making
Score Instruments use found sounds to offer a similar affordance concept to one that the Human-computer Interaction (HCI) community advocates regarding sounds [96, 157]. Score Instruments also visually
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expose musical parameters to the interface of a musical instrument to
inform the musical states and possible future directions that players
can take in real time. Finally, Score Instruments utilize real-time musical automation techniques, such as sequencing, to support players
performing cognitively demanding musical tasks through an automatic
music production process.
Example musical instruments that have some characteristics of Score
Instruments already exist. Tenori-on, Kaossilator, and OP-1 exemplify
this new paradigm of music systems through the use of music visualization and automation techniques [141, 155, 207]. Well-designed music
visualization and automation systems for music can enhance the efficiency and quality of musical interaction, inviting people to play and
improvise music with them regardless of their skills. Such systems also
promote long-term engagement, with which to develop musical skills
for composition and performance.
Tenori-on, for example, can play found sounds if the users take advantage of Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI), a digital comFigure 13: Tenori-on, a munication protocol that describes how digital music systems connect
visible music interface. and talk to each other6 . Although the instrument cannot explicitly sug(Photo credit: Yamaha gest a future musical direction to the players, the instrument exposes
Corporation, 2006.)
available musical parameters using lighting patterns on 16x16 Lightemitting Diode (LED) matrix switches, along with additional buttons on
the edges of the device (see Figure 13).
-

Score Instruments are both a tool for composition and an instrument for
a musical performance. They are fundamentally built using two techniques: musification and visualization. Musification is a technique to
turn found sounds into musical instruments and materials for composition7 . Score Instruments also employ the music visualization technique
with two intentions: to communicate to Musical Wonderers the musical

state of the system, and to recommend future musical directions. They
convey musical information in real time using visual shapes, colors,
and animations. Through the use of these two techniques, Score Instruments realize musical exploration environments for Musical Wonderers. The goals of Score Instruments are to feature the following
capabilities for Musical Wonderers:
- Help them think like composers and musicians

6 midi.org/
7 The term Musification is originally used to describe and musically extend the idea of
Sonification: the rendering technique that turns electronic data and interactions into
sound to convey information [89]. This dissertation does not use the term in the same
way.
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- Explicitly expose the musical parameters of an original composition through the interface of a musical instrument
- Act somewhat like a prosthetic device that provides unique listening experiences for a deeper understanding of music
- Augment the listening experience with other sensory modalities
to explore sound
- Turn environmental factors into musical instruments and materials for composition
- Encourage people, regardless of their skills, to explore music and
sound through personal interaction and experience
These capabilities hint at the potential for technologies we could use
to experience the essence of sound from new perspectives, thereby
questioning our notion of music.

1.3

Case Studies

Score Instruments serve as a concept and metaphor to generate new
IMSs. The Score Instruments concepts discussed in this chapter and
Chapter 3 are applied to two supporting research projects. Chapter 4
and 5 in this dissertation will describe the inspiration, design process
and implementation of these two projects.

City Symphonies
City Symphonies is an initiative in the Opera of the Future group at
the MIT Media Lab8 . This initiative invites and encourages everyone
in a particular city to participate in music-making. With this context as
background, this dissertation focuses on how instances of Score Instruments engaged the audience and provided opportunities to invite Figure 14: An IMS called
people of all ages and backgrounds to work together to create music. Constellation built for
City Symphonies.

Among many projects deployed by the author for City Symphonies,
this dissertation highlights Constellation as an example of Score Instruments. Constellation is a part of a series of semantic web-based
music systems that enable players to listen to and create music using
familiar sounds collected around their local living area.

8 Refer to Chapter 4 for details.
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MM-RT (Material, Magnet - Rhythm and Timbre)
Now

MM-RT is a tangible tabletop musical instrument that employs elec-

Figure 15: The MM-RT

interface.

tromagnetic actuators and small permanent magnets to physically induce sounds with found or designed objects9 . It demonstrates Score
Instruments' capabilities to turn our everyday environments into musical instruments and materials for composition. Furthermore, it facilitates Musical Wonderers' listening experience with visual animation
and enhances it by providing the ability to touch electronic music.
10

1.3.1

Contribution and Dissertation Organization

These two instances of Score Instruments support this dissertation to
demonstrate the applicability of research in a concrete form. Furthermore, they show that Score Instruments can take the form of either a
tangible or graphical interface. In fact, these two instances of Score
Instruments illustrate different aspects of the Score Instruments concepts. Chapter 6 compares the two projects to discuss lessons that
emerged from the two instances. These findings serve as a guide for
future Score Instruments.
This dissertation brings new perspectives to the way we think and applies novel techniques in the field of computer music, performing arts,
and HCI. The organization of this dissertation also manifests the specific contributions:
- A history of systems that depict the capabilities of Score Instruments and criteria and techniques to describe preceding Score
Instruments:
- Chapter 2 highlights past musical systems and concepts
that exhibit capabilities related to Score Instruments. The
aim is to understand and present examples from the fields
of study that prompted Score Instruments. Expanding on
the historical precedents, Chapter 3 documents the criteria, techniques, and system components used to describe
Score Instruments.
- An exploration of new ways to appreciate music and sounds:

10 More information about MM-RT is in Chapter 5.
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- Chapter 4 and 5 document research that led up to the conception of Score Instruments. Research includes the Hyperinstruments projects from the Opera of the Future group at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Media Lab,
as well as the author's experimental projects. They also describe speculative techniques to cultivate the Score Instruments framework.
Guidelines for the future Score Instruments and a curriculum for
teaching Score Instruments:
- Chapter 6 discusses further about the criteria of Score
Instruments through instances of Score Instruments from
Chapter 4 and 5. Guideline for the future Score Instruments
are then derived, and curriculum for Score Instruments is
described.
- An outline of future directions, unexplored areas, and example

applications for Score Instruments:
- Chapter 7 summarizes the dissertation with a discussion of
future Score Instruments research.
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BACKGROUND

This chapter documents fields of study and practices that led to the
idea of Score Instruments. The goal is to describe what constitutes
partial or ideal Score Instruments with an interdisciplinary approach.
The chapter consists of five sections. Two sections- Interactive Music System and Music, Interaction, and Human Factors-study music and Human-computer Interaction (HCI) to understand practices,
principles, and technologies that are indispensable in designing Score
Instruments. The Music and Noise section investigates the elements
and practices that blur and question what constitutes musical and nonmusical sound to understand ways to develop new musical languages.
The Algorithmic Compositions section surveys the techniques of using
algorithms to create music to examine approaches that give intuitive
and expressive access to rich musical concepts for Musical Wonderers. Finally, the Audiovisuals section studies processes in which both
a sound and a visual component can be synchronized or generated simultaneously in various media to look for techniques that incorporate
a score and instrument into a unified interface.

2.1

Interactive Music System

Interactive Music Systems (IMSs) have been studied for decades, but
despite considerable research in the field, we still suffer from a lack
of consistency in the description of IMSs [59, 183, 232]. In fact, many
concepts underlying IMSs share ideas with terminologies such as Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs), interactive composing, and computational systems for musical expression [33, 131, 145]. Often, their conceptual frameworks can be interpreted as an extension of the Modelview-controller (MVC) user interface pattern [110]: a controller/sensor
handles user inputs; a model/mapping engine deals with how input is
translated to output; and a view/sound engine synthesizes the optimal
sound based on instructions from the model (see Figure 16 for a visual reference of the MVC pattern). Each component of this paradigm
has been extensively studied in the context of New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME), parameter mapping, and electronic soundsynthesis techniques [42, 43, 181, 220].
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Figure 16: A flow diagram of the MVC pattern.
Interaction scenarios in IMS are extensively categorized and discussed
in the literature [18, 37, 59, 90]. These classifications cover IMS in the
installation, computer game, and concert performance contexts. When
looking more closely at those three contexts, we can see that most interactive sound installations treat general audience members as performers who interact and create sounds together with music systems
(see Figure 17 for example). They often emphasize on creating collaborative musical experiences and transparent musical interface for
novices [15, 225, 232]. Score Instruments also aim to achieve this goal.

Figure 17: Klangwand
an interactive electronic
sculpture, by Peter Vogel. The museum visitors reprogram minimal
music by casting shadows over photocells embedded in the sculpture. Figure 18: Rez Infinite, a rhythm-based Virtual Reality (VR) rail shooter game

(Photo credit: Peter Vo-

in which sound effects caused by some actions of the on-screen

gel, 2017.)

avatar are strongly coupled with the background music. (Image

Credit: Enhance Games, "A thrilling journey of sights and sounds

and shooting action," 2017.)
Computer music games and sound toys offer opportunities for home

users to perform and compose music through physics-based game engines [35, 57, 206]. In most cases, their interaction design strategies
revolve around the manipulation of single musical notes, phrases, and
motifs (see Figure 18 for example). In addition, their powerful crossmodal audiovisual synthesis techniques suggest how to explicitly embed a musical score into a musical instrument interface [222].
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IMS has been explored in concert performance contexts since the advent of real-time music computers [179, 204]. Real-time music notation
systems create dynamic visual musical scores for acoustic musicians,
reacting to various inputs, for instance, audience movement (see Figure 19) [76, 78]. These systems also attempt to reduce the musicians'
cognitive load with easy-to-grasp abstract visual representations. Live
coding practitioners take programming as an act of performance to
generate music on the fly [40, 223]. Their performance practices effectively blur the boundaries of the instrument and score because they
focus on building algorithms which can be considered a musical score
for a computer as well as an instrument. However, the practice of live
coding is reserved for skilled audio programmers and requires a high
cognitive load to execute a performance [154].

Figure 19: Audience waving light sticks in Glimmer (2004). An example realtime music notation system by Jason Freeman. (Photo credit: Jason Freeman, "Photos from the performance of Glimmer at the
Hamabada Art Center," Jerusalem, Israel, 2006.)

Sonic Interaction Design (SID) explores sound interaction as one of
the principal channels to convey information, meaning, and aesthetic/emotional qualities in interactive contexts [75]. This framework provides
useful guidelines for designing and evaluating interactive projects that
involve sound information.

2.2

Music, Interaction, and Human Factors

This section investigates the intersections of music, HCI, and human
factors to understand the themes and issues involved in designing, refining, evaluating, and analyzing IMS. Neuromusic researchers claim
that all people are capable of demonstrating musicality to some extent
[64, 146]. This finding is enlightening, but music interaction designers
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can still benefit from considering how difficult a music system can be
for players of different skill levels. Indeed, an appropriate level of difficulty can lead to long-term engagement and flow-like experience, a
mental state in which a person performing an activity is fully immersed
in a feeling of effortless presence [50, 90].
On the one hand, music systems that are easy to master can result
in immediate pleasure, and short-term engagement forms the users,
but they may impede the interests of players who might otherwise pursue further musical evolution [228]. On the other hand, music systems
that are more difficult can discourage beginners from ever becoming
engaged. This design consideration is known as low-floor/high-ceiling
paradigm, and creating musical systems that satisfy both is not easy
[173]. While it is true that studies in psychology such as auditory memory, gestalt principles, and cross-modal correspondences are in their
early stages in investigating sound and music, they offer useful insights
in thinking about how to design music systems with the low-floor/highceiling concept [123, 200, 201].
This dissertation typically refers to the use of everyday objects as a
way resolve this issue. The familiarity that most of us have with the
affordances of everyday objects enables the creation of a low-floor,
easy-entry door to music systems. The real-life complexity of the laws
of physics and the musical affordances of those objects, in contrast
to the sounds generated from speakers or synthesis engines, empowers the users to explore all facets of an object and the rich diversity
of sounds that can come from triggering it in different ways. Moreover,
many everyday objects already adapt to human factors with their size,
ergonomics, and manipulability. If computer interfaces have tried to
adapt to human hands over the last century, with keyboards, mice,
knobs, and sliders, the design of everyday objects that have been
adapted to human hands for thousands of years often let user determine how they can be used by simply looking at them or grabbing them
[122, 157].

2.3

Music and Noise

At this point, one might ask about the musical potential of everyday objects and whether they are not more likely to produce noise rather than
music. Indeed, the world is filled with sounds. While many of them are
so-called noise when they disturb us, a particular noise may fascinate
musicians like John Cage and Murray Schafer. They questioned what
music is and advanced an idea that the relationship between noise
and music is increasingly ambiguous, especially since the advent of
electronic technologies in music [26, 189]. They spoke of new elec-
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tronic sound technologies such as Public Address (PA), recording, and
broadcasting systems. Many new electronic sound technologies make
it difficult to distinguish between noise, silence, and non-musical sound,
suggesting that music and technologies are interwoven in our evolving
society [49]. According to Jacques Attali, new electronic technologies
not only made the relationship between music and noise ambiguous,
but also complicated the relationship between music listening and composing practices [4]. He envisioned a future where people would no
longer listen passively to music, but spend more time composing music than pursuing any other musical activities.
Let us examine this through the practice of Noise Music. This genre has
continued to challenge the distinction between noise and music by expressively and aesthetically using noise in a musical context since Futurist painter Luigi Russolo invented intonarumori, musical instruments
inspired from urban and industrial soundscapes (see Figure 20). Russolo saw the technological changes in society and envisioned a future
that would need new instruments and musical compositions [88]. His

work illustrates an insight into the relationship between noise, music,
and technology. It also exemplifies a case in which our perception and
awareness of noise continue to expand as we invent new technologies
for sound and music. The distinction between noise and music is often
just a question of context and whether, for example, the sound made by
a pot when its hit happened accidentally in the kitchen or was created
intentionally by a street musician.

Jaw'L

Figure 20: Experimental musical instruments Intonarumori by Luigi Russolo.
(Image Credit: Wikipedia, "Russolo, Piatti and the intonarumori,"
2013.)

The studies of Acoustic Ecology explore another relationship between
noise, music, and technology with the Soundscape concept [28, 189].
Researchers in this field investigate the relationship between living be-
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ings and their environments through bioacoustics, noise pollution, architectural acoustics, and music composition [67]. Composers, designers, and artists inspired by those studies often turn recorded environmental sounds into musical materials to, for example, compose music,
automatically generate soundscapes in a virtual world, or create sonic
cartography [71, 143, 230]. Through such projects, acoustic ecology
practitioners raise awareness of the noise pollution caused by industrialization and changing natural soundscapes, and discuss the impact
of technology on environmental acoustics, music, and listening.
In this context, the idea of noise linked to unpleasing sounds leads us
to consider the importance of sonic surroundings for well-being. Are
noises displeasing because they are too loud? Inharmonious? Redundant? As we cannot close our ears in the same way we can our eyes,
the surrounding sounds can bring discomfort to our everyday lives.
Nevertheless, as modern composers have taught us, music is often
the result of perception and cognition on the listeners' side, rather than
a pattern of musical sounds. Indeed, we can learn to hear our computer
fans as noise or as the ambient background of our sonic everyday lives.
Moreover, except when the sounds are so loud that they limit communication or that they damage the health of our inner ears, any sound
patterns can be perceived as music.
The experimental music practices of Musique Concrdte represent yet
another perspective on the relationships among noise, music, and technology. The practitioners investigate the natural environmental sounds
and found objects, everyday objects repurposed as artistic/musical materials [54]. In the process of recording sounds and composing music, musicians such as Pierre Schaeffer sought the expressive musical qualities in everyday artifacts and their potential to be combined
with other sound recordings, such as musical instruments and human
voices [188]. This practice demonstrates how our environments can be

transformed into musical instruments and materials for composition.

Figure 21: The Aluminum Piano Art Deco
in 1964 by Baschet
Brothers [7]. An example

of sound sculpture.
(Photo credit: Baschet
Sculpture Sonores,
2017.)

Often site-specific, the open-ended and timeless forms of sound arts
explore the materiality of sound: the symbolic, communicative, and
meaningful extraverbal dimensions of sound production and listening
[47, 121]. In other words, artists working in this domain treat sound as a
medium-like plastic and visual arts such as sculptures and paintings.
Sound arts typically focus on creating unique listening experiences
for gallery and museum visitors. Those listening experiences aim to
stimulate the discovery of new concepts for producing and listening to
sounds. Sound Sculpture, likely one of the oldest practices in this domain, is a sculpture or any other art object with sound-producing capabilities [120]. More recently, artists working with sound art have aimed
to blur the boundary between what is sound installation and what is
sculpture. Some concentrate on using mechatronic noises themselves
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as the source of musical sounds [149, 238]. Others pay more attention

to the space in which the sound experience might come as a surprise
to the public (see Figure 22 for example) [48, 121]. The way in which
practitioners of sound arts focus on the sonic properties of an object
demonstrates yet another approach for turning our environments into
musical instruments and material for composition.

Figure 22: The audience listens to Underwater Music IV by Max Neuhaus
with their head submerged in the water. An example site-specific
sound work. (Photo Credit: De Appel, "Selection of images from
De Appel Archive," Amsterdam, NL, 1978.)

2.4

Algorithmic Compositions

The field of Algorithmic Composition is particularly meaningful for this
dissertation work for three reasons:
- To learn what existing methods and philosophies provide effective composition results
- To study what level of machine automation and human intervention yield satisfying musical experiences in real time
- To extract the most powerful musical parameters worth exposing
on to the interface of Score Instruments
The domain of algorithmic composition embraces a wide range of methods and philosophies [39]. Serial music uses 12-tone rows in which
pitches in the octave are equally distributed throughout the piece to
structure music with no tonal center or key [63]. Stochastic music approaches composition with mathematically non-deterministic methods
such as pseudorandom number generators, Markov chains, and Gaussian distributions (see Figure 23 for example) [235]. Chance music
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uses I-Ching, star atlases, or other graphical methods to create music that is not defined by personal taste or individual preferences [26].
Aleatoric music composition technique refines the serialism idea; several high-level musical parameters such as melodic and rhythmic patterns are precomposed, but the performance of the piece is left up to
the performers, who choose in which order to play those patterns [179].
Generative music, influenced by minimal music, is a technique loosely
associated with turning musical ideas into machine productions which
then can execute music in real time or offline [38]. Though not strictly
categorized as algorithmic composition, music improvisation practices
yield insight into the infinite possibility offered in creating rule-based
real-time music performance systems [49].
Pithoprakta (1955-56), mesures 52-59: graphique de Xenakis
Iannis Xenakis,Musique. Architecture,Tournai, Casterman, 1976, p. 167

Soce:

Figure 23: The graph of Pithoprakta, measures 52-59, by lannis Xenakis. The
composer used the Maxwell's and Boltzmann's Kinetic Theory of
399]. (Image Credit: Makis
LPithoprakta (1955-56),
mesures 52-59 : graphique de Xenakis," 2007.)
ny

splp

By studying in more detail the results of different algorithmic methods to
generate music, we observe that complete automation of composition
programs diminishes the creativity of the player. In addition, the articulations of musical form are the least expressive parts of algorithmic
methods [177]. Constructing a narrative structure through a cohesive
musical transition, whether in real time or offline, remains a challenge
for many algorithmic composers.

2.5

Audiovisuals

From opera, cinema, to VR, the arts have often addressed the potential
of engaging many human modalities at once. In particular, artists and
researchers have made various attempts to render music visible-to
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establish signs and symbols that transform sonic events into graphic
representations. This section investigates the practice of sound visualization to understand the concept better and to construct a methodology for creating a compelling visual representation of sonic events.

1] 1 Ii

.

I

F 1 I

Figure 24: The graphic score of Studie I/ by Karlheinz Stockhausen (1954).
The horizontal axis represents time. The top part of the graph represents sound events as rectangular blocks, with the vertical axis
representing frequency. The envelope shapes at the bottom of the
graph represent the same sound event with the vertical axis describing amplitude. The graph essentially notates the fundamental
properties of a sound: amplitude, frequency, timbre, and duration.
(Image credit: Hubert Howe, "A page of the score to Stockhausen's
Studie II," The City University of New York, 2006.)

Practitioners of graphic scores utilize non-traditional musical symbols
to convey information about the performance of a musical piece (see
Figure 24 for example) [25,187]. Also, such scores are associated with
experimental music and often take an indeterminate abstract form of
notation. The motivations in creating graphic scores vary among practitioners. Some were simply fascinated with the visual arts and thought
about representing music as a purely visual language. Others saw limitations in the traditional western musical notation system and sought
ways to represent music more thoroughly using graphing techniques
[49]. To construct efficient Score Instruments, we first need to investigate how graphic score practitioners represent sound and music using
a visual metaphor to convey meaningful musical information, such as
notes, melodic phrases, and form, to the viewers.
Visual Music, a technique commonly used in abstract painting, filmmaking, or visual performances, often manifests synesthesia by synchronizing animated colors and shapes to music (see Figure 25 for example) [21]. Light Shows extends the aesthetics of visual music works
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using various organic and liquid media with an overhead projector to
accompany live music performances [175]. Today, this tradition of audiovisual work is performed by Visual Jockeys (VJs). VJs improvise
visuals with projected light often accommodating live musical performances [202]. Their approach to the manipulation of imagery in synchrony with music is particularly relevant to Score Instruments. They
demonstrate ways to augment the listening experience with other sensory modalities to explore sound.

Figure 25: A scene from An Optical Poem (1938) by Oskar Fischinger. Hungarian Rhapsody No.2 by Franz Liszt is visualized through animated abstract objects that change color, size, and form. (Image
credit: Open Culture, "Optical Poems by Oskar Fischinger, the
Avant-Garde Animator Hated by Hitler, Dissed by Disney," 2014.)
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CONCEPT

This chapter describes the concept of Score Instruments using previous examples of Score Instruments. Through these examples, this
chapter details and explains what constitutes partial or ideal Score Instruments. The chapter consists of three sections: Criteria for Score
Instruments, Techniques of Score Instruments, and Components of
Score Instruments. Criteria for Score Instruments are derived from literature produced from the New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME)
and the Human-computer Interaction (HCI) communities. Each criterion is described using existing Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) as
references. The section on Techniques of Score Instruments lists specific and classic examples Score Instruments employ. Finally, Components of Score Instruments depict systematically what Score Instruments are composed of. Materials presented in this chapter serve as
the basis for the experimental projects presented in Chapter 4 and 5.

3.1

Criteria for Score Instruments

The criteria for Score Instruments materialized from various literatures
produced from the NIME community [98]. This section discusses eight
criteria for Score Instruments, using two categories of concepts: musical affordances and learnability. The musical affordances of Score Instruments are discussed and measured using three dimensions: controllability, reproducibility, and expressivity. The learnability of Score
Instruments consists of five criteria: intuitiveness, feedback modalities,
explorability, recommendation, and engagement. These criteria will,
later on, be graphically represented using a radar chart (see Figure 26)
to compare different musical instruments in the context of Score Instruments.

3.1.1

Musical Affordances

The term affordance arises in different contexts within the music domain [205]. Topics include network music, sonification, synthesis parameter mappings, and everyday objects. This dissertation uses the
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Figure 26: The 8-axis radar chart to describe the criteria for Score Instruments. The axes are split into musical affordances (green) and
learnability (orange). Each axis is labeled with its own measurement system.

expression musical affordances to designate the affordances of a musical instrument. More specifically, as described in Chapter 1, this dissertation describes the musical affordances of an instrument as affordances "that allow the musician performing on the instrument to artfully
and reliably articulate sound output of varying nature that communicates musical intent, energy, and emotion to the listener" [203].
We qualify those musical affordances through three criteria: controllability, reproducibility, and expressivity. Those criteria directly materialize from this definition. Controllability describes how comfortable,
functional and user-friendly the input and timing of the instrument are.
Reproducibility is used to measure how reliable the instrument is in
enunciating complex sound output. Expressivity measures how effectively an instrument conveys musical intent.

Controllability
Controllability describes how controllable the interface of a musical instrument is [221]. Feature controllability is the level at which the interface features can be controlled, while timing controllability is the
temporal precision with which the musician can control the musical
outcome. We measure controllability using a scale from hard to easy.
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For example, if we consider a mixing console as a musical instrument,
its controls are intimidating (difficult) at first because of the high number of knobs and sliders, the precision, timing and haptic feedback of
which are also hard to control.
Mastering the control of a mixing console takes time and experience.
On the other hand, instruments such as a wood block might take time
to master but the controllability is natural even for novices. We recognize that this measurement scale could be controversial, especially for
younger generations who are more used to manipulating keyboards
and mice as controllers. To be considered a successful Score Instruments, an Interactive Music System (IMS) should be easily controllable.

Figure 27: A traditional analog mixing console interface. The one-gesture-toone-acoustic-event mapping via sliders and knobs enables users
to easily perceive the relationship between gesture and the acoustic result, but controlling the interface can become very complex,
especially in real-time contexts. (Photo credit: Wikipedia, "SSL
SL9000J (72 channel) console at Cutting Room Recording Studio,
NYC," 2009.)

Reproducibility
Reproducibility is a measure for the recreation of sound, the ability to
obtain an identical or expected musical outcome when the same input
is applied to the instrument [103]. If the input is a gesture, a highly
reproducible system should allow users to feel a sense of connection
between their gestures and the output sound. If the system is based
on configuration, a highly reproducible system should allow for users Figure 28: Makey Makey.
to reprogram the same settings to obtain the same result.
An invention kit often
used to turn everyday

In the radar chart (Figure 26), reproducibility is measured qualitatively objects into musical
from randomness to consistency. Examples of highly reproducible sys- controllers. (Photo credit:
Makey Makey, 2017.)
tems include Makey Makey (see Figure 28), preprogrammed synthesizers, and pianos. Indeed, with the piano, it is quite easy to reproduce
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a certain pitch because of the one-to-one relationship between a piano key and that pitch. Examples of random systems include Bloom,
an interactive generative ambient music system by Eno and Chilvers,
which incorporates a probabilistic function that produces sounds with
different pitches when users tap the same location on a touch screen
[90]. While this interaction design implementation makes the musicmaking experience engaging, it also makes recreating the same musical phrase difficult. IMSs that allow for high reproducibility are better
candidates to become Score Instruments.

Expressivity
Expressivity is a measure of how well the musical instrument conveys
musical meaning, feeling, or intent from the player [56]. This criterion
is quantified from low to high and depends heavily on the richness
of the produced sound. MIDI-based interactive systems have a disadFigure 29: The interface
in this respect, as they only enable limited variations on the
vantage
of Bloom. (Image credit:
output [125]. Drum machine systems that play only a restricted numOpal Limited, 2009.)
ber of non-variable samples are similarly limited [3]. On the other hand,
acoustic instruments allow for more expressivity, as the physical quality
of the relationship between player and instrument allows the player's
gesture to translate more richly into sounds. Successful Score Instruments should be highly expressive.

3.1.2

Learnability

Learnability refers to the ease of learning and mastering the subtleties
of the instruments. It also describes how quickly players can develop
their musical language based on the instrument [1]. Ideal Score Instruments should be easy for Musical Wonderers to learn, to help them
focus on interpreting and exploring music rather than on technically correct realization. The learnability of Score Instruments consists of five
criteria: intuitiveness, feedback modalities, explorability, recommendation, and engagement. The choice of these criteria was made base on
these resources [86, 148, 219, 221].

Intuitiveness
Intuitiveness is the subconscious application of the user's prior knowledge [93]. Score Instruments strive for intuitiveness in the interface
design to help Musical Wonderers focus on an exploration of the music. Intuition develops through individuals' life experiences, as they be-
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come more familiar with the world [150]. In particular, Score Instruments make use of everyday gestures that people already execute
regularly, and transform those gestures into the act of music-making.
We measure intuitiveness on a scale from high to low intuitiveness.
Examples of highly intuitive systems include Music Shaper, a musical instrument that anyone can grasp intuitively as it principally reacts to squeezing a stuffed toy, a familiar gesture that small children
and adults alike can perform [97]. The pressure sensors inside the
shaper are used to measure the pressure force and control the melodic
structure of precomposed algorithmic music. Music-making with the
shapers is engaging and intuitive for all users, especially novice musicians. Violin, accordion, or bagpipe, on the other hand, can be considered non-intuitive, as they require long practice even to begin gaining
the right posture and obtaining the expected sound. As intuitiveness
increases learnability, successful Score Instruments should be as intu- Figure 30: The music
shaper is a squeezable
itive as possible.
instrument designed for
children to engage in
music-making.
(Photo
credit: Katherine Taylor,
"M.I.T's Opera of the
Future," 2013.)

Feedback Modaities

Figure 31: The Reactable tabletop interface. (Photo credit: Reactable Systems SL, "Music Knowledge Technology," 2007.)

Feedback Modalities represent the number of channels used by an
IMS to provide real-time feedback to a user [12]. Score Instruments
are typically designed to communicate various information about the
state of the instrument, the real-time sound production, and the future
possibilities through visual, auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic outputs.
Reactable is a good example of an IMSs with high feedback modalities (see Figure 31). This tabletop tangible musical interface is capable of providing multiple users with sound, visual, and kinesthetic feedback to allow them to collaborate in creating electro-acoustic music
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together. On the surface of the interface, users move physical artifacts
that have fiducial markers to construct and manipulate musical topologies. A camera underneath the table is used to track the artifacts using
computer vision techniques.
Purely gesture-based MIDI controller such as Buchla Lightning (see
Figure 32) can be considered as having low feedback modalities if the
underlying IMS does not provide visual and tactile feedback through
the generated MIDI signals. In many cases, the two hand-held electronic wands in the Buchla Lightning system are simply used to enable
a player to manipulate sounds spatially.
Buchla
Figure
32:
Lightning II. A MIDI
controller developed

Multimodal feedback is paramount in creating embodied interactions
and vital for engaging players to increase their learnability. Nevertheby Don Buchla. (Photo
less, even though more degrees of feedback can help connect players
credit: Martin S. Gotfrit,
"Alternative controller to the sound outcome, the effect can be minimized if different output
images," 2006.)
modalities do not play together in a correlated or synchronized fashion. In fact, players can become confused about how to interact with
an IMS if the modalities are disassociated and not in harmony.

Explorability
Explorability is a measure of the possibilities offered by the system to
let the users explore the capabilities of the interface, control complexity,
and musical complexity [102, 161]. We use a scale from low to high to
quantify explorability. Joseph Paradiso's massive modular synthesizer
is a good example of a complex IMS with high explorability (see Figure 34). This synthesizer's high number of modules and patching ports
can enable players to explore and experiment with sounds almost infinitely.

33:
Playing
Figure
with everyday objects

while sound processing
incoming microphone
input with RJDJ. (Photo
credit: RJDJ, "RjDj The
mind twisting hearing
sensation," 2008.)

Through generative methods and often with physics engines, simple
smartphone instruments and sound toys can also offer exploratory audiovisual experiences [35, 90]. For instance, RJDJ is a simple mobile
application that enables sonic exploration of real-world through sound
augmentation in real-time. RJDJ is an IMS that sonically reacts to an
environment through various sensors, such as the microphone and
accelerometer in a smartphonel (see Figure 33). RJDJ takes sound
events occurring in the real world and sonically augments the impression through generative methods. It usually requires users to wear
headphones or earphones to experience the system.

1 rjdj.me
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Figure 34: A modular synthesizer built by Joseph Paradiso. (Photo credit:
Joseph Paradiso, "Joe's Modular Synthesizer," 2017.)

Recommendation
Recommendation refers to the degree to which an IMS provides realtime feedback to users to help plan the future musical outcome. It
scales from none to extensive. In computer science, recommendation
systems are software tools meant to introduce users to contents that
might interest them and help them sample those contents [174]. Such
recommendation systems typically rely on data management and information retrieval. In the context of music, recommendation systems
generally support users' listening experience by helping them discover
new music [159].

Instead of focusing on the listening experience, this dissertation also
considers recommendation systems applied to music-making through
context-aware computing systems such as Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). Score Instruments benefit from integrating such a system to
guide Musical Wonderers, regardless of their skills, in exploring music
and sound through personal interaction and experience. For example,
although the project was not originally intended for music-making recommendations, the Continuator project encourages children to explore
music-making using a MIDI keyboard by extending their playing style
with a Markov model-based Generative Music System (GMS) [163].
One study showed that the Continuator was able to elicit turn-taking
behavior from children without any instructions to do so. This observation suggests that children were engaged in some form of call-andresponse interaction, in which the IMS was able to contribute to leading
spontaneous improvisation. This type of call-and-response system can
appeal to Musical Wonderers, especially beginners [16].
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Most DMIs do not have any built-in computational recommendation
systems. A standard way to guide users is to provide offline tutorials
that are part of an instrument, manual book, or website. In neither of
these cases, tutorials are often treated as a separate entity apart from
operating DM1. This approach to music-making may stem from the tradition of acoustic musical instrument learning in which players learn
through teachers, books, and online tutorials to master an instrument.
In addition to such approaches to learning how to play DMIs, Score Instruments can benefit from incorporating a real-time recommendation
system to guide Musical Wonderers in exploring music.

Engagement
Engagement is concerned with the ability of DMIs to promote long-term
engagement so that users can develop musical skills for composition
and performance [90]. This criterion measures engagement from shortto long-term. Because the motivation behind sound toys is often to experience music and sound using simulated physics environment [35],
the interaction design may focus on taking advantage of skills that can
be learned in a short-term context. This design approach in musicmaking provide users with immediate satisfaction but might not engage
them in a long-term context [90]. For example, Electroplankton, an interactive music game from Nintendo, enables intuitive music-making
using a touch screen and physics engine with an aquatic environment
as a theme 2 (see Figure 35). While the musical output is compelling,
users have few options for changing the behavior of the GMS, such
as changing the orientation of leaves in Hanenbow. This limitation hinders users' ability to develop advanced skills for manipulating the game
environment. As the development of advanced skills with a given musical instrument is one criterion that leads to long-term engagement [90],
users may not be as motivated to develop a long-term relationship with
Electroplankton when as compared to other IMSs.
On the other hand, acoustic musical instruments, such as classical guitar, can be challenging to play, but can lead players to practice the instrument for years to come, forming a long-term relationship with it. As
Figure 35: Hanenbow described in Section 2.2, designing a musical instrument that is easy
from
Electroplankton to play but features long-term engagement is challenging. Score Inco rrelath creatue struments challenge this issue using music visualizations, animations,
called Hanenbow bounc- and automations that encourage Musical Wonderers to focus on opening off of leaves. (Image ended music-making.
credit: Nintendo Co.,
"Electroplankton
Ltd,
Hanenbow for Nintendo
DS - Nintendo Game
Details," 2009.)
2 nintendo.com/consumer/gameslist/manuals/DSElectroplankton.pdf
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3.1.3

Case Studies

This section considers the eight criteria introduced above and applies
them to existing musical instruments. The purpose is to demonstrate
how the criteria can be used to characterize musical instruments in the
context of Score Instruments. Theremin and radio baton are chosen as
case studies as they are historically significant in the development of
new musical instruments. They also offer an exciting range of parameters and playing styles to discuss the quality of Score Instruments.
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Figure 36: The radar plot of Theremin with the criteria for Score Instruments.

Theremin
The theremin was invented in 1928 by L6on Theremin, initially as a
result of Soviet government-sponsored research into proximity sensors
(see Figure 37)[83, 117]. This purely analog instrument is controlled
by capacitive sensing and has the specificity to be controllable without
physically contacting the performer [164]. The theremin is widely in
use, and has influenced musicians since 1920, especially in the field
of movie and TV soundtracks. The pitch and dynamic of the instrument
are controlled via the distance of the performer's hand to two antennas. Figure 37: Clara Rock-

I

Figure 36 illustrates the dimensions of the theremin when the criteria
for Score Instruments are applied. The theremin is a very intuitive musical instrument, because its principle operation uses hand gestures that
come naturally to most players. It is also a very expressive instrument.
However, it is also challenging to master, because subtle differences
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more, a prominent and
virtuosic thereminist, performs theremin. (Photo
credit: Moog Music, "Remembering Clara Rockmore," 2012.)

in the positioning of the player's hand and posture of his or her body
affect the resulting pitch and amplitude of the sound. The theremin has
no recommendation systems to guide players in what they can do with
the instrument. They simply need to learn by practicing and possibly by
having a human mentor. The instrument also has low output modalities
as it primarily focuses on producing sound output. Nevertheless, the instrument can be mastered with practice, and the instrument promotes
long-term engagement [90], as professional thereminists around the
world can attest.

Figure 38: Max Mathews plays the radio baton. The device sits on top of a table. Two batons with antennas control programmatically generated
music. (Photo credit: Computer History Museum, "Max Mathews
Radio Baton Demonstration," 2010.)

Radio baton
The radio baton is an electronic instrument with two baton controllers
and a receiving base called the antenna (see Figure 38) [137]. At the
end of each baton is a small radio transmitter. The batons' movement
is captured with the base and then translated to control the conductor
software. Players mostly act as conductors of preprogrammed music.
Figure 39 illustrates the radar plot for the radio baton. As with the
theremin, the radio baton is also very intuitive, because users can control high-level musical concepts such as dynamics and articulations by
merely holding the batons above the base. The instrument is also very
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expressive, although the fundamental principle of conducting a preprogrammed musical sequence might discourage players from challenging themselves to master the instrument. Also, like the theremin, the
radio baton has low feedback modalities, which can mean that users
may find it difficult to control the instrument precisely and reproduce
the exact sequence of musical expression. The instrument also has
no recommendation system, but invites first-time players to explore its
capabilities through interactive listening.
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Figure 39: The radar plot of the radio baton with the criteria for Score Instruments.

3.2 Techniques of Score Instruments
When designing Score Instruments, most choices in design interface,
inspiration, interaction, and sound are informed by two core techniques:
musification and visualization (see Figure 40). Musification is a technique to turn familiar sounds, objects, and environments into musical
materials for composition3 . Score Instruments also employ music visualization techniques with two intentions: communicating to Musical
Wonderers the musical state of the system and recommending future
musical actions. They convey musical information in real time using visual shapes, colors, and animations. Through the use of these two
techniques, Score Instruments create musically explorative environments for Musical Wonderers.
3 The term musification is originally used to describe and musically extend the idea of
sonification: the rendering technique that turns electronic data and interactions into
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Musification

Score Instruments

Visualization

Figure 40: A Venn diagram depicting the fundamental sets of technique the
Score Instruments framework relies on to create an IMS.

musification

visualization

Everyday Objects as Sound
Sources

Visualizing Musical Structure
and Timing

Everyday objects as Musical
Controllers

Visualizing Synthesis and Effect
Parameters

Sound Processing with Everyday Objects

Visualizing Audio Features

Automated Machines that Play Sound Events as Graphical ObEveryday Sounds
jects
Field Recordings as Sound
Source
Table 1: List of techniques associated with Musification and Visualization.

Table 1 summarizes the techniques used for both musification and visualization. The following sections document each technique listed in
the table with example projects.

3.2.1

Musification

Musification can be accomplished through several techniques that turn
objects, environments, and sounds found around us into musical materials for composition and tools to play music. Musification applies in
both physical and digital contexts. We use the term physicalto mean an
identifiable collection of matter that humans can tangibly interact with
through their bodily senses. The scale of the physical environment can
be anything from a grain of rice to an entire room in a building, as long
as we are capable of physically interacting with it at the human scale.
Musification in the digital context refers to the creative use of field
recordings, audio recordings produced outside of a recording studio
sound to convey information [89]. This dissertation does not use this term the same
way.
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that document natural and human sound activities. These sounds may
not originate from a musical context. Soundscape and musique concrete artists create aesthetically rich music with sound recordings from
non-musical environments [230]. In the context of Score Instruments,
recorded sounds are often processed with algorithmic procedures such
as sequencing and synthesizing.

Everyday Objects as Sound Sources
One of the oldest techniques of musification is to electronically amplify everyday objects to use them as sound sources. Accommodating Sound Reinforcement Systems (SRSs) in a musical performance
is a common practice [52]. SRSs immediately give rise to the idea
that the electroacoustic amplification technique can be used to give
a voice to small sounds created by any physical matter, including everyday objects [105], and to bring their interesting sound features into
the audible range. For example, John Cage uses an SRS extensively
for Cartridge Music, in which a phonographic pick-up from a turntable
is re-appropriated to scratch found objects and sonically amplify their
sounds 4 [158].
Everyday Object

Input Transducer

Signal Processing

Amplification

Loudspeakers

Figure 41: The flow of the technique to turn everyday objects into a sound
source. The dotted box indicates an optional process.

Figure 41 illustrates the general flow of the technique when everyday objects are used as sound sources. The sounds of everyday objects are mediated through input transducers 5 such as electret microphones 6 and piezoelectric sensors 7 . Optionally, sounds captured via
input transducers can be manipulated by applying signal processing
techniques such as delay, reverb, and vocoder [179]. The amplifier increases the power of the incoming sounds and then finally the sound
is reproduced using loudspeakers.

4 Countless musical works use a similar electroacoustic technique; this dissertation cannot cover them comprehensively. For readers curious about musical works related to
this technique, please see [49, 85, 158].
5 For a complete list of transducers, please see [61]
6 openmusiclabs.com/learning/sensors/electret-microphones/
7 emerald.tufts.edu/programs/mma/emid/piezo.pdf
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Everyday objects as Musical Controllers
Rather than producing sounds from everyday objects directly, the ob-

jects can also become controller inputs for a digital music system [43].
In this scenario, a different type of sensor can be used to acquire information about the objects. For example, the Modular Musical Objects
(MO) created at IRCAM 8 can be attached to any objects and measure
movements such as shaking and rocking using a three-axis accelerometer and gyroscope (see Figure 42) [11]. MO is a compelling example
in this context because it integrates many sensors into a single device
and wirelessly transmits sensor information, making it easier for end
users to focus on musical outputs using everyday objects.
Computer
Everyday Object

Figure 42: The MO
configured in different
ways. (Photo credit:
Norbert Schnell et

Program

Musical Mapping

-

Synthesis

Lusekr

Figure 43: The flow of the technique to turn everyday objects into a musical
controller. Interaction data with an everyday object are captured
through arbitrary sensors. The sensor data is then mapped to a
synthesis engine using a computer program to produce electronic
sounds via loudspeakers.

al., "Playing the "MO" Any existing sensors are worth exploring in conjunction with everyday
Restural Control an objects to extract their unique properties, such as stiffness, conductivRecorded Sound and ity, and reflectivity9 . The flow diagram in Figure 43 describes how the
Music," 2011 [190].)
music system may look when everyday objects become musical controllers. The critical part of this flow diagram is the computer program
that handles the mapping of incoming sensor data to musical parameters and the sound synthesis engine [92, 179].
The art in this technique depends on the computer program assuming

that the sensors are well calibrated. The challenge then lies in how
transparent and relatable an interaction between the player and the
object is to the resulting synthesized digital sounds. One way to guarantee this relationship is to pay attention to causality in physics [24]. In
classical physics, an effect cannot occur before its cause. A musical
system using this technique, and which is careful to synchronize the
players' bodily movement towards an object, can result in an intuitive,
sophisticated, and satisfying musical outcome.

8 ircam.fr
9 Refer to [91] for a different type of sensors.
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Sound Processing with Everyday Objects
Another method uses the resonant properties of a physical object
to create sounds in conjunction with external transducers and microphones. The flow diagram in Figure 45 depicts how an everyday object
can become a sound processing tool. Audible actions are sounds produced by the users by touching the physical object in various ways. A
computer program is not required to realize this technique. For example, David Tudor created a sound installation work called Rainforest IV
to use output transducers in conjunction with random objects to create
musical instruments1 0 [112]. The sounds produced by the transducers
and the objects were then picked up by phono cartridges and amplified by a separate loudspeaker system (see Figure 44 for an example
installation site).
00

Input Transducer

Figure 44: The installa-

Computer Program

Everyday Object

tion site of Rainforest IV
4- -

--

by David Tudor. (Photo
credit: Ralph Jones,
"Photo aus dem Katalog
FOr Augen und Ohren,"
1980.)

Output Transducer

Audible Actions

Figure 45: The flow of the technique that uses an everyday object as a sound
processing tool. The optional aspects of this technique are highlighted with dotted lines.

This technique does not require the output transducer to produce
sound directly through an object, but instead plays it through separate
loudspeakers. The Sound of Touch, for example, uses a hand-held
wand to record sound and playback, then plays that recording through
loudspeakers by brushing, scraping, and striking physical objects using a digital convolution technique [144]. In the case of Physical Audio
Digital Filters, physical objects are used as a part of the digital signal
processing chains to filter sounds with the acoustic impulse response
in real-time [68]. The physical object is configured with piezoelectric
sensors and a surface sound actuator to act as a filter. Users can directly and dynamically modify the characteristics of the filter by moving
around the transducers on the surface or touching the physical object.
The resulting sound is then simulated and reproduced through the loudFigure 46: The interface
speaker system.
Another approach to process sound with everyday objects is the author's work on Acoustic Feedback Ecology (AFE) [215]. AFE is a frame10 davidtudor.org/Works/rainforest.html
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of the Sound of Touch.
(Photo credit: Hayes
Raffle, "The Sound of
Touch", 2007.)
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work to think about common design patterns and how to harness the
power of Acoustic Feedback Cancellation (AFC) techniques to apply
to various sound-related creative works and product designs in meaningful and playful ways. The system diagram of this framework is illustrated in Figure 48. In this system, a microphone collects acoustic
signals both from users' audible actions and from the sound generated
by a loudspeaker, resulting in signal s[t]. Since the system knows what
came out from the speaker indicated as x[t], it also uses this signal to
refine the parameters of the adaptive filter signal that we call y[t]. The
filter is then applied to s[t] to estimate the audible actions generated by
the users, denoted as e[t].
Environment

A~o ustic Feedba-ck _Ecology

Figure 47: The basic
setup of Physical Audio Digital Filters. (Photo
credit: Stefano Fasciani,
"Physical Audio Digital
Filters", 2017.)
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Figure 48: The Block diagram of the AFE System that describes a general
framework that utilizes AFC.

The estimated signal e[t] can then be used in two different ways. One
is to analyze the audio features of the signal to produce sound using
custom synthesizers. Another is to directly apply audio effects to the
estimated signal to alter its properties. In either case, the system's ability to generate and capture sound from a physical object in real time
presents a unique approach to engaging users in embodied playful experience.

Automated Machines that Play Everyday Sounds
Using an automation technique to play everyday sounds musically is
simple yet probably the most intuitive way to a practical musification
approach. Figure 50 describes the workings of this technique. Regardless of whether it uses everyday objects or field recordings, the underlining automation system largely dictates the musical outcome of this
technique. If everyday objects are used (upper part of the diagram labeled Physical Domain), mechanical actuators can be used to produce
sound from them. Almost all types of electromagnetic devices, such as
solenoids, DC motors, and voice coils can be used to achieve this technique. For example, Untitled Sound Objects (2008) by Zimoun and Pe
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Lang often incorporate a large number of auto-spinning DC motors to
create sound-emitting mechanisms with and without other objects [149,
224]. The Rumentarium project represents another way of using DC
motors and physical objects to create music [213]. In this project, DC
motors are interfaced to a computer via a microcontroller for tight musical control and automation that produce sound output from discarded
everyday materials.
Physical Domain
Automation System

Mechanical Actuation

-

Everyday Objects

Figure 49: An instance of

Untitled Sound Objects

Digital Domain
Sample Selection

Sound Database

[

ampl

Playback

-

Loudspeakers

Figure 50: The flow diagram of the technique that uses automated machines
to play everyday sounds.

A rhythmical way to use everyday objects in a musical context is to
employ the drum machine concept, a machine that imitates drum playing with machine automation [176]. Traditionally, drum machines are
made to produce or play electronic samples of percussion instruments.
In this technique, a mechanical machine can act as a drum machine
and simply use everyday objects as the source of musical sounds instead. The author's work on DrumTop and MM-RT demonstrate the
use of everyday objects and mechanical machines to play music [216,
217]. A pin-based shape display can also be used to incorporate a
drum machine and play everyday objects with it [236].
Another approach is to use a digital music sequencer and automate
playback of field recording sounds (bottom part of the diagram labeled
Digital Domain). Except in the case of using field recordings, this technique is relatively established in the computer music domain. Please
read [176] for more information. Using a drum machine metaphor to
play back everyday sounds seems especially intuitive to the first-time
player of music.

Field Recordings as Sound Source
Musification can also be achieved by reinforcing a musical context to
field recordings. Transforming field recordings through sound processing techniques can make the originally recorded sound more appealing to listen to. This technique can work in either an offline or real-time
context, although we commonly see it offline, starting with the practice
of musique concr6te and soundscape composition that uses recorded
everyday sounds to compose a piece of music. The sound process-

ing techniques can, for example, emphasize the details of sounds by
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by Pe Lang + Zimoun.
(Photo credit: Pe Lang,
"untitled sound objects,"
2008.)

slowing down the recording through a phase vocoder, attenuating or
amplifying a specific frequency spectrum, or adding artificial reverberation.
In Cricket Voice by Hildegard Westerkamp, recorded sounds of crickets are pitch-shifted until listeners can hear the slow-moving pitch contour, allowing them to pay attention to the microsound structure of an
otherwise textural sound [139, 229]. In Night Traffic by Paul Lansky
includes a recording of traffic flow, which is harmonized and manipuPAUL LANSKY
Homebrew
lated with electronic synths and a comb filter-like effect to give a sense
of pitch and harmony to traffic sounds [113, 114]. There are many other
examples of music pieces that take similar approaches, which this
dissertation cannot cover. Even so, any standardized synthesis and
sound transformation technique, such as granular, cross, and subtractive synthesis, can be applied in the process. How a sound processing
technique is applied to a specific recording sound often depends on
Figure 51: Night Traffic
is a musical piece in an the concepts behind the piece of music.
album called Homebrew.

With the real-time signal processing capability of modern computing
systems, this musification technique can also be applied in a live coneveryday objects that
might have been used text. Ambient Addition [218] and aforementioned RJDJ are excellent
to create music pieces examples of an IMS that applies this technique in a real-time context.
included on the album. Perhaps one future direction for this technique is incorporating a ma(Image credit: Bridge chine learning system that can detect and adapt to certain sounds as
Record and P. Craig
music is being made. The Mogees project demonstrates the potential
Russell, "Paul Lansky:
in this direction. Mogees uses a specially designed contact microphone
Homebrew," 1992.)
to classify various gestural sounds produced on a surface and replaces
recognized sounds with electronic sounds (see Figure 52) [194]. Instead of replacing recognized sounds as Mogees does, an IMS that
can classify sounds and apply specific sound processing techniques
also has the potential to form the basis of a Score Instruments.
The album cover art
depicts a variety of

Figure 52: Playing with

3.2.2

Visualization

Mogees on a table surface. (Photo credit: Mogees, "Play the World,"
2016.)

Many visualization techniques used in Score Instruments are for an interactive experience in real time. These visualization techniques represent concepts in sound and music as graphical information to communicate musical ideas aesthetically and effectively while Musical Wonderers interact. Despite this approach to music visualization, Score Instruments still can benefit from investigating the entire scope of music
visualization techniques in the same manner presented in Audiovisuals.

11 mogees.co.uk
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A dance performance synchronized with music is one of the oldest
ways to express sound and music in a visible form. The physical performance of dancers matched with music can communicate aesthetically
meaningful, metaphorical, and emotional information to the audience
about the music being performed [55]. The parts of the body and their
movement can be assigned to a specific musical sound being played,
persuasively channeling sounds to be seen and understood by the audience through visual means. From the audience perspective, even
the movement of a conductor can also be considered as a form of visualization, although the original intention of conducting an orchestra
lays in directing a musical performance.
Conceivably, the most familiar music visualization system that we know
of today might be the musical notation systems. They are static visual
representations of music, customarily written or printed on paper using
symbols and signs. In most cases, notation systems exist to act as a
medium to compose a piece of music with and to serve as a communication tool between a composer, conductor, and musician [17]. Addi-

tionally, the goal of musical notation systems is achieved if musicians
can correctly interpret and accurately reproduce the original musical
intent of a composer in a live performance context.
The degree to which musical events are precisely notated varies depending on the notation systems. Seeger describes the precision of
musical notation systems by comparing prescriptive and descriptive
scores: "a blue-print of how a specific piece of music shall be made
to sound and a report of how a specific performance of it actually did
sound" [195]. The prescriptive approach to notating a piece of music
proves difficult to represent every aspect of music. For example, Modern Staff Notation (MSN) can represent time signatures, note relationships, dynamics, and articulations for instrumentation and orchestration purposes (see Figure 53 for example). Nevertheless, the system
can lack the precise timbral description of the orchestrated musical instruments because of the standardization of modern instruments such
as violin, cello, and clarinet. Partially for this reason, for Seeger as well
as for Bart6k, sound-tracks on a recorded medium were "[t]he only
true notions." Seeger further argues for a new type of notation system
based on graphs.
Visualizing every aspect of music with one universal music notation
system may prove difficult from the perspective of semiotics [151]. The
same can may be said about interactive music visualization. Efficiently
visualizing every aspect of music in real time can be challenging, and
the resulting visual representation may become so excessively complicated that users would have need specialized knowledge to understand the visual language. The MSN is an excellent tool for experi-

enced musicians, but it is also a complex notation system, and fluency
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Figure 53: Musical score from bars 1-6 in the second movement of Trio in E
flat by Schubert. The score specifies musical parts for violin, violoncello, and piano in parallel. (Image credit: Wikipedia, "Schubert,
Trio in E flat, second movement, bars 1-6," 2017.)

requires long-term training. Novice musicians may be uncomfortable interfacing with such a system [199]. Sloboda empirically demonstrates
that reading the MSN is cognitively challenging for people with little or
no experience, in comparison with experienced musicians [197].
Instead of visualizing every aspect of music, Score Instruments focus
on visualizing certain aspects of music that are most relevant to players
in a navigational sense. The goal of this approach is to reduce the cognitive load of the players and keep their focus on music-making. Score
Instruments make use of colors, shapes, and animations to achieve
this goal. Many visualization ideas are also derived from practices described in Audiovisuals. Furthermore, the following subsections document the interactive music visualization techniques of Score Instruments.

Visualizing Musical Structure and Timing

,

Since music is partially dependent on the manipulation of sound in time
as the central element of artistic expression, a common technique to visually communicate the linear progression of music is to use color and
shape metaphors moving in a two or three-dimensional space to indicate the progress of time. In the case of two-dimensional space, time
typically flows from left to right to represent the temporal order of musical events. The previously mentioned MSN system also adopts this approach, partially to accommodate skilled musicians in a sight-reading
performance [94]. With the rise of Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) 12

12 DAW is a computer hardware or software device with a capability to digitally record,
edit, and produce sounds using a graphical interface [115].
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perhaps the piano roll display13 , a graphical interface that represents
musical events in a horizontal bar graph view with the capability to edit
events such as pitch, duration, and velocity, might be the most common way to visualize musical events in time digitally (see Figure 54 for
an example of a piano roll display).

Figure 54: A piano roll representation of Toccata and Fugue in D minor
by Bach. In this visualization, colors correspond to MIDI channels of the original MIDI file. (Image credit: Music Animation Machine, Stephen Malinowski, "Bach, Toccata and Fugue in D minor,"
2005.)

Variants of piano roll displays, hardware drum machines, and gridbased music interfaces often represent linear progressions of rhythm
patterns with blinks to indicate time progression. Take the Roland TR808 Rhythm Composer, for example (see Figure 56). This device represents a 16-note sequence with Light-emitting Diode (LED) buttons.
Users can program rhythm patterns by selecting drum sounds using a
knob and pressing a button. When the start button is pressed, LEDs
will blink in sequence to let users know which beat the rhythm machine is currently playing [134]. Monome, a programmable grid-based
Human Interface Device (HID), is often used as a sequencer interface
(see Figure 55) [3]. A grid of LED back-lit buttons can be controlled
via Open Sound Control (OSC)14 through custom computer software,
making the interface ideal for visualizing rhythm patterns.
Block Jam, a non-linear music sequencer based on a tangible interface,
enables users to manipulate music by arranging and programming
physical blocks that have LED displays on top (see Figure 57) [153].
These blocks connect to each other and have two unique functions:
play blocks start and stop the musical sequence, while path blocks

Figure 55: The 64-button

grid version of Monome
on the left side. The knob
interface on the right

is arc2. (Photo credit:
13 The piano roll display is a metaphorical name that originates from physical piano rolls Wikipedia, "Monome 64
that controlled automatic mechanical musical instrument such as pianola to produce and arc2 (foreground),
Monome 512 and arc4
music [41].
(background),"
2011.)
and
sound
synthesizers,
computers,
among
14 OSC is "a protocol for communication
other multimedia devices that is optimized for modern networking technology" [234].
opensoundcontrol.org/
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Figure 56: The Roland TR-808 Rhythm Composer with a step sequencer interface at the bottom. (Photo credit: Wikipedia, "Roland TR-808,"
2014.)

control the course of music. The interactive music visualization sys-

tem employed in Block Jam is irresistible in that controlling the path
of a sequencer, changing the speed of a sequencer, and collaborating
with others becomes intuitive.

Visualizing Synthesis and Effect Parameters
Figure 57: The Block
Jam interface. (Photo
credit: Henry NewtonDunn, Hiroaki Nakano,
and James Gibson,
"Block Jam: A Tangible

Interface for Interactive
Music," 2003.)

This technique visually communicates the underlying synthesis and effect parameters with animation in addition to the produced sounds. The
purpose is to provide insights to users about the internal workings of
a synthesis engine that is responsible for generating sounds. In the
design of Score Instruments, such a visualization approach can prove
beneficial to Musical Wonderers by helping them intuitively understand
and modify the embedded musicality within a musical instrument.
Today, we commonly see synthesis and effect parameters visualized
on DAWs through a graphical control system interface and mix automation 15 . In this case, knobs, sliders, and faders represent the parameters
(see Figure 58 for example). They visually animate when automation
is applied, aiding users in confirming the trajectory of sound evaluation.
High-end hardware mixing consoles can also physically realize animation using linear actuators on knobs and faders. Through automation,
DAWs and mixing consoles can offer remarkable control precision, but
grasping the relationship between the synthesis parameters that are
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being controlled can be visually complicated, especially for newcomers.
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Figure 58: The interface of Reason 6 shows the control system for the delay effect (top) and automation curve (bottom) that controls the
roll effect (highlighted yellow on the control system). (Image credit:
Propellerhead, 2017.)

.

Perhaps a more predictable and fascinating way to visualize syntheI .4L
sis and effect parameters would be to utilize visual metaphors from
familiar entities or animated abstract geometric shapes. For instance,
OP-1 visualizes its CWO effect, a pitch shifting delay effect, using the
internal organs of a cow 16 (see Figure 59). The shapes of the organs
change as users adjust parameters such as delay and feedback. This
approach to visualization anticipates enhanced animation synchronization and accompaniment to musical parameters in OP-Z, the new multitrack sequencer, and synthesizer from Teenage Engineering, which Figure 59: The OP-1
has a built-in video synthesizer based on the Unity game engine 17
Synthesizer (top). VisualUsing animated abstract geometric shapes to visualize parameters can
take multiple different approaches. For example, Borderlands Granular visually synchronizes the behavior of the granular synthesis engine
through animation (see Figure 60) [30, 222]. The software enables
users to track the behavior of grains, short fragments of audio signals
with amplitude envelopes associated with many synthesis parameters
[180], in relation to their sampled waveforms. The interactive visualization in Borderlands Granular gives an impression to users that the
graphics and sound synthesis engine are co-generated, delivering an
intuitive sense of manipulating the behavior of the synthesis engine.
On the other hand, in lanniX-a poly-temporal graphical sequencer
that enables users to control real-time events via communication pro15 The modern DAWs can be programmed to remember the users' adjustment of faders
during the post-production editing phase. Such capability is typically called mix automation [87].
16 teenageengineering.com/
17 unity3d.com/
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ization of the CWO effect in OP-1 (middle).
OP-Z, a stand-alone synthesizer and composer
(bottom). (Photo and Image credits: Teenage Engineering, 2017.)

tocols such as OSC, MIDI, and WebSocket 18 -trajectories, curves,
cursors, and triggers are responsible for controlling the sound synthesis in a typical scenario. Because lanniX is based on drawing lines
and curves to create temporal control systems, users can effortlessly
make a visual connection between sounds and animated drawings.

Figure 60: One visualization approach of granular synthesis parameters
in Borderlands Granular.
(Image credit: Christopher Carlson, 2015.)

The approach taken by audiovisual-centered music systems such as
the Oramics Machine and Scapple also demonstrates how drawings
can be turned into controlling synthesis engines [118, 227]. In the case
of the Oramics Machine, users can draw by hand on a 35mm film, which
is then run through the machine to control synthesis parameters such
as amplitude and timbre (see Figure 62). Drawing is a major form of expression, and one that most people can accomplish, regardless of their
skill. Many people also employ drawing in their creative processes, including composing [208]. An interface like the Oramics Machine can
invite Musical Wonderers to explore music and sound through personal
interaction and experience.

Figure 61: The main
graphical interface of
lanniX . (Image credit:
lanniX
Association,
2017.)

Figure 62: The Oramics Machine. Each film controlled different parameters of
the sound synthesis engine. (Photo credit: Daphne Oram Archive,
"About Daphne," Goldsmith, University of London, 2017.)

Visualizing Audio Features
Another approach to connecting animation to sound and music is to
directly use their evolving real-time features, such as amplitude, frequency, and timbre. This visualization approach is most commonly
seen in popular music players using an Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
magnitude spectrum visualizer (see Figure 63). Visualization of audio
features is often discussed and documented in the Music Information
18 WebSocket is a bi-directional communication protocol designed to work over Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) ports that transfer media information between computers. w3.org/TR/websockets/
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Retrieval (MIR) community [31, 45, 94]. In addition, real-time visualiza-

tion software such as Spectre 19 and offline sound visualizer such as
Sonic Visualiser demonstrate ways in which audio features are trans-

lated into visual representations [29].

Figure 63: One common
representation of an FFT
magnitude spectrum visualizer. (Image credit:

Figure 64: The same FFT magnitude spectrum can be visualized in many aviutl.info, 2015.)
different ways. Figures above show some ways the spectrum can
be visualized in three-dimensional spaces: a) piled up concentric
circles, b) circles in a line, and c) a sphere. (Image credit: aviutl.info,
2015.)

Regardless of which sound features are interactively visualized, Musical Wonderers can benefit. Such a visualization aids in exploring
music because it can assist the Musical Wonderers' listening experience and guide them toward understanding sound differently than
they normally would. The developer of sndpeek, Wang observes a
similar understanding in saying that "the real-time visual response to
sound encouraged small children . . to 'experiment' by vocalizing many
sounds" [222] through the visualization of time domain waveforms and
Short-time Fourier Transforms (STFT). To engage Musical Wonderers
in such experiment, the reactive behavior of this visualization technique
needs to be maintained. Additionally, features of sound can creatively
be visualized to show different aspects of the same features. For example, as shown on Figure 64, an FFT magnitude spectrum can spatially
be visualized in limitless ways. How sound features are visualized will
depend on the context and implementation of an IMS such as display
real estate, resolution, and color palettes.
An audiovisual research project called cyclo. explores the geometric
aspects of audio signals using stereo image monitoring equipment originally developed for phase correction in mastering vinyl records 20 [109].
In this project, a rich set of Lissajous figures, inter-channel correlation
graphs often realized in an oscilloscope [108], are generated from error structures and repetitive loops in computer-programmed music and
documented as a book and Compact Disc (CD) (see Figure 65 for example). An oscilloscope, a piece of test equipment to measure varying
voltage, enables direct observation of audio features such as amplitude, phase, and waveform shapes. When the equipment is creatively
used in a Lissajous configuration, it can be used to draw objects and
19 spectre.aurchitect. com/

20 ryojiikeda.com/project/cyclo/
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Figure 65: Visuals generated through real-time
sound analysis in the cy-

clo.'s multi-sensory and
immersive performance.
(Image credit: PopRally

MoMA, "cyclo.

id#00

(Carsten Nicolai & Ryoji
Ikeda)," 2013.)

.

living creatures such as mushrooms and butterflies out of waveforms
of audio signals21
One of the oldest commercial visualization system based on audio features might be Atari Video Music [74]. The visualizer took the amplitude and zero crossing rate of analog stereo audio inputs from a home
audio player and displayed abstract colors and shapes in various arrangements (see Figure 66 for a visual example) [23]. Atari Video Music exhibits a case in which the same audio analysis algorithm can be
visually represented in various ways.
Figure 66: An example
visual output from Atari

Video Music.

(Photo

credit: Wikipedia, "A
sample of output (without sound input),"

2013.)

Sound Events as Graphical Objects
This visualization technique relates individual sound events to distinct
graphical objects in a virtual environment. A sound event has a specific
start and end defined by an amplitude envelope (see Figure 67). This
discrete sound event can be represented as a graphical object either
arbitrarily or by visualizing its features using the technique discussed in
the previous section. When sound events are fused with the movement
of graphical objects and programmed to interact with users on a digital
screen display, they seamlessly offer musical experiences, especially
when a steady musical tempo regulates their movement. Furthermore,
when such a visualization technique is employed, animated graphical
objects will not only be able to show the state of an IMS but also help
users predict future events based on their movement.

-22411
Figure 67: Schematic of
the ADSR envelope that
defines the beginning (attack), middle (decay and
sustain), and end (re-

lease). An example envelope shape commonly
used in computer music.
(image credit: Wikipedia,
"Schematic of ADSR,"
2007.)

Several musical modes, such as Hanenbow and Luminaria in the
aforementioned Electroplankton provide examples employing this visualization technique. A sound is played back in Hanenbow when it
collides with leaves (see Figure 35). The movement of Hanenbow is
constrained by the computer-simulated physics environment, allowing
users to predict how Hanenbow will change position when it collides
with leaves. This in return helps users foresee the temporal pattern
Hanenbow creates and follow the melodic sequence it generates. In
Luminaria, melodic patterns are generated as plankton move along
and touch the arrows. Spinning the arrows controls the direction of Luminaria. The arrows help users anticipate the movement of Luminaria
and the order of the melodic patterns.
Nular, designed by the author in 2008 and inspired by Sonashpere
[209], is a granular synthesis-based music processing environment
that represents sound samples as graphical balls to control synthesis
parameters such as grain duration, rate, and pitch through user interaction in a simulated physics environment (see Figure 69). An online

21 oscilloscopemusic.com/
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search engine within the system gathers sound samples. This capability enables users to browse sounds quickly and immediately turns the
search result into a musical output. Each ball corresponds to a unique
sample. Their respective audio features determine their color and size.
Users can dynamically assign the physical properties of balls, such
as coordinate position, rotational speed, collision, and other physical
factors, to the parameters of the granular synthesis engine. The movement of the graphical balls is also affected by environmental factors, Figure 68: Luminaria
Electroplankton
such as gravity and friction, contributing to the creation of complex and from
follows arrows that move

unexpected sound output. Users intuitively understand the transforma- within the environment.

tion of the original sound event because of the direct mapping system
between the physical properties of a graphical object to the parameters
of the synthesis engine. Effective Score Instruments offer a comparable experience to Nular.
Tyeod

C~ame

A pitched sound is
produced when Luminaria makes a contact
with an arrow. (Image
credit: Nintendo Co.,
Ltd,
"Electroplankton
Luminarrow for Nintendo
DS - Nintendo Game
~wipax~_
.3el
Details," 2009.)
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Figure 69: Nular represents sound objects as balls in an attempt to control
sound parameters through user interaction. These sound objects
move and collide with each other to determine the behavior of the
sounds being played.

Re:Mark, designed for installation, takes a human voice and translates
it into graphical objects in real time [119]. The size and shape of the
object produced changes according to the type of vocal sound the
visitor produces. When the system recognizes a phoneme, a projector screen shows a textual object that corresponds to the produced
phoneme sound. If the system is unable to detect a phoneme, an abstract graphical object is generated based on the timbral property of a
produced vocal sound. The shape of an abstract object is sharper when
the spectral centroid of a vocal sound skews toward high frequency.
This audiovisual mapping relationship may appear arbitrary. Nevertheless, one crossmodal correspondence research on sound-object relationship suggests that humans tend to associate rounded vocal sounds
to rounded shapes and unrounded vocal sounds to angular shapes
[138]. Taking advantage of such crossmodal bias humans have in the
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design of Score Instruments can benefit Musical Wonderers to intuitively interact with and explore sounds and music in a graphical environment.

3.3

"in Situ Speech Visualization in Real-Time

Interactive Installation
and Performance," 2004
[119].)

Score Instruments are IMSs that consist of components illustrated in
Figure 72. As a system, Score Instruments expand the common models found in the literatures from audio programming language, NIME,
IMS, and HCI [39, 131, 220, 228]. The diagram is a high-level view of
generalized Score Instruments, and each component operates and interacts together to create musical experiences for Musical Wonderers.
The system diagram also helps us think about how to implement the
criteria and techniques described in the previous sections into an instance of Score Instruments. In a broad view, the system components
of Score Instruments primarily consist of the interface, compositional
model, and instrumental model. The interface mediates the players' input data, while the compositional model processes and maps the input
based on its internal data structure and algorithm to control the instrumental model, a system responsible for generating sonic and tactile
outputs. These three components are interconnected and describe the
system that makes up Score Instruments.
compositional Model
Generative Agent

Interface (Physical or Virtual)

Player

Visua:/(Tactile)

Instrumental Model
-Synthesis

Engine

Database

Parameters

Mapping

Synthesis Definitions

7Feedback
Sonic/Tactile Feedback
-

Figure 70: A visitor
interacting with the
RE:MARK
screen.
The projected screen
shows the visitors' voice
generates textual and
graphical objects. (Photo
credit: Golan Levin and
Zachary Lieberman,

Components of Score Instruments

Figure 71: The system flow diagram of Score Instruments. The interface, compositional model, and instrumental model construct Score Instruments.

3.3.1

Interface

The first component of Score Instruments, the interface, can be implemented in either the physical or virtual world. Nevertheless, because
Score Instruments aspire to accommodate the listening experience of
Musical Wonderers through other sensory modalities, the interface is
typically multimodal and designed to seamlessly transcend the physical and virtual worlds with sensors and actuators. For this reason,
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the interface design of Score Instruments is inspired by concepts and
practices such as Tangible User Interface (TUI), Radical Atoms, Augmented Reality (AR), Embodied Interaction, and actuated musical instruments [5, 58, 95, 96, 162]. Practices such as interactive surfaces,
augmented physical objects, embodiment, and computer-controlled
musical instruments are used to merge both instrument and score into
a unified interface ofScore Instruments.
Inputs to the interface can be any relevant information that a player
generates based on physical movements. The design of the interface is
best kept intuitive and compatible with conventional activities to encourage Musical Wonderers, regardless of their skills, to explore music and
sound through personal interaction and experience. Score Instruments
focus on taking advantage of musification and visualization techniques
in the process of interface design. Additionally, many example projects
described in Techniques of Score Instruments also demonstrated this
capability.
In the Score Instruments interface design, visual feedback emanates
directly from the interface a player is touching or gesturally interacting
with. Visual feedback is necessary for Score Instruments to mediate
the music-making experience. The feedback may consist of changes
in the images, graphics, and sounds on a computer screen and movement of objects when physically actuated. Tactile feedback can also be
programmed to optionally come from the interface (hence parenthesis
in the diagram) independent from the produced sound, in addition to
another tactile feedback that tightly couples with sonic feedback.

3.3.2

Compositional Model

The compositional model in the system describes the computational
process in creating musical parameters and patterns for the instrumental model and user interface feedback. Because providing responsive and clear feedback to the player is vital in the design of Score
Instruments, the algorithm and data structure that make up the compositional model are constrained by the design of the interface. The compositional model consists of three components: database, generative
agent, and mapping. The generative agent algorithmically produces
musical patterns and parameters while the database determines its
behavior in the model. These two components act together as a datacentric GMS that changes its behavior according to user intervention.
The compositional model interprets input data from the interface
through the mapping system. Just as the generative agent does, the

behavior of the mapping system is also determined by the database.
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The mapping system connects the input data to change the behavior of
generative agent as well as the synthesis parameters and definitions
in the instrumental model. This configuration means Musical Wonderers have restricted control over the generative agent and the sound
outcome using the interface.
Musical WonderersI
Instrumental Model

output --

Generativ/e AgentI
Figure 72: A flow diagram to illustrate that Musical Wonderers typically have
limited control over both the generative agent and the instrumental
model.

GMS in the compositional model is similar to systems described in [22,
38]. Instead of encouraging players to be in charge of producing musical data, such as melodic, rhythmic, and chord patterns, Score Instruments initially supply those elements via the data manager so that
the players can focus on exploring sounds. Making the GMS provide
structured data also invites composers to reprogram the instrument
with their own compositional intents. In this way, Score Instruments
are designed with convention over configuration in mind: players and
composers can overwrite the conventions, defined by the database, to
make special musical properties and individual adjustments available
to the instrument as they become acquainted with the instrument.

3.3.3

Instrumental Model

The instrumental model represents the production of sonic and tactile feedback to the player. It includes synthesis definitions, synthesis
parameters, and synthesis engine. A synthesis definition describes a
collection of Unit Generators (UGens), signal processing algorithms
and functions [179], and their connections. The definition specifies the
interconnected UGen nodes which the synthesis engine interpret and
execute to produce sounds. In Score Instruments, synthesis definitions
can be changed on the fly by the player or the generative agent. The
synthesis parameters are the properties of a synthesis definition that
can be changed and results in modifying the qualities of sound. As
with the synthesis definition, the synthesis parameters can be manipulated by the players. An implementation of the instrumental model in
SuperCollider 22 is provided in Listing 2.
22 supercollidergithub.io
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For the instrumental model to provide tactile feedback depends on the
design of the interface. When an instance of Score Instruments has
tactile feedback through the instrumental model, the feedback strongly
couples with the sonic feedback in a similar way to acoustic musical
instruments.
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CITY SYMPHONIES

City Symphonies is an initiative in the Opera of the Future group at the
MIT Media Lab, led by composer-inventor-professor Tod Machover'.
This initiative invites and encourages everyone in a particular city to
participate in music-making. Using symphony orchestras as one of the
central hubs, City Symphonies facilitates collaboration between artists
and amateurs. The initiative executes many projects that encourage
citizens to listen to the world around them and work together to create
a sonic portrait of their city. While the initiative is organized and run
by a team, this chapter focuses on the author's involvement with City
Symphonies. The attention is on the Score Instruments prototypes built
through the initiative's platform.
The City Symphonies initiative is an ideal platform to study Score Instruments because it provides an opportunity to investigate and design
new musical systems that invite people of all ages and backgrounds
to work together to create music. People who participate in City Symphonies are Musical Wonderers because of their motivation to explore
sounds and discover the music in their city. Score Instruments aim
to encourage Musical Wonderers, regardless of their skills, to explore
music and sound through personal interaction and experience. More
specifically, all projects presented in this chapter act as music systems that provide unique listening experiences, augment listening experience with visual interfaces to explore sounds, and ultimately help
Musical Wonderers think like composers and musicians.
This chapter is divided into four parts. Section 4.1 describes the essential activities the initiative conducts. The second section introduces
Sound D6rive, a location-based web/mobile platform to record, upload,
view, and share sounds. Section 4.3 is about the Score-making Web
Applications that take sounds contributed from citizens through Sound
D6rive and turn them into materials for musical compositions by website visitors. This chapter concludes with a discussion about Constellation, which is presented in Section 4.3 as an instance of Score Instruments. The criteria of Score Instruments are applied to Constellation
and the informal feedback from the participants is described to sug-

1 opera.media.mit.edu/projects/city-symphonies/
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main collaborator

city

year

Toronto

Toronto Symphony Orchestra

2013

Edinburgh

Edinburgh International Festival

2013

Perth

Perth International Festival

2014

Lucerne

Lucerne Festival

2015

Detroit

Detroit Symphony Orchestra

2015

Miami

New World Symphony

2017

Philadelphia

The Philadelphia Orchestra

2018

Table 2: List of cities where City Symphonies have taken place or are taking
place as of this writing.

gest future implementations of score-making web applications within
the context of City Symphonies.

4.1

Activities of City Symphonies

City Symphonies have taken place in Toronto, Edinburgh, Perth,
Lucerne, Detroit, and Miami. As of this writing, the latest instance of
City Symphonies is ongoing in Philadelphia 2 (see Table 2 for the complete list.). Because the project focuses on cultivating citizens to engage with their local communities through music, every city is unique
in how the project develops and achieves the final work. However, the
primary stages of the projects remain the same across different cities.
Those activities are the outreach program, workshops, and the final
concert.

4.1.1

Outreach

The City Symphonies initiative actively participates in the local community, especially in the context of social welfare, with music as the central
connecting element. During this phase, the initiative meets with many
local individuals-from artists, musicians, and educators, to childrenwho have strong connections to the local culture. These meetings are
necessary outreach procedures because they allow us to collect stories about the city, explore ways to collaborate with the locals and culti2 The City Symphonies in Detroit, Miami, and Philadelphia were supported by the Knight
Foundation.
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Figure 73: A concept image from the City Symphonies project in Lucerne,
Switzerland. (Photo credit: Lucerne Festival and duoo, 2015.)

vate their culture into the final piece of music. Communication with local
organizations, such as museums, music organizations, schools, and
foundations, has also proven to be effective in promoting the project

and attracting local people to participate in it.

4.1.2

Workshops
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UUUUU'Figure 74: The Hyperscore interface.

To develop the project with a local community, the initiative often carries out at least two different types of workshops to engage people of all
ages in music-listening and making. One workshop, based on Hyperscore, is targeted towards young musicians. Hyperscore is software
designed to allow young students to learn and compose symphonic
music through a graphical interface (see Figure 74) [66]. The software
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takes the act of drawing as a metaphor for composing a piece of music,
making the software highly intuitive to use.
Typically, the objective of holding Hyperscore workshops is to engage
local children in music-making and develop a mentorship program
so that children can continue to work on their pieces even when the
City Symphonies initiative team members are not present. Hyperscore
pieces composed by the local children are collected towards the end
of the project to be integrated into the final symphonic work.

Figure 75: Students from Detroit Academy of Arts and Sciences (DAAS) composing music with Hyperscore during the workshop.

The second type of workshop the City Symphonies initiative provides
is a mobile phone audio recording workshop. This workshop aims to
demonstrate and discuss how to listen to sounds, find sounds that are
interesting, and record the highest-quality sound possible using mobile
phones. A locative sound sharing mobile app developed by the City
Symphonies team 4 is used in the workshop to facilitate and explore
aspects of listening and recording.

4.1.3

Performance and Final Concert

The final piece of music comes together through a series of infrastructures, which the local people use to participate in the initiative. These
infrastructures are a variety of web-based music composition applications, a social media framework, and on-site community-building activities (e.g., workshops, school activities, and city explorations). The final
highlight of the City Symphonies is the concert that documents the collaborative development of the musical piece [211]. Because the collaborative aspect of the project is crucial to measuring the success of the
project, the final musical piece emphasizes participants' contributions
3 hyperscore.com
4 See 4.2 for more details.
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to the music. Digital images and videos submitted by the participants
are artistically rendered and displayed on a screen during the performance. Digital sound contributions are mixed in with the orchestra.
Musicians who typically have no relationship with the orchestra can
physically participate in the performance. For instance, Fasnacht is
a carnival in Lucerne where people dress up in spectacular dresses
and masks and play music on the streets. One band which usually
participates in Fasnacht was invited to play with the orchestra during
the final performance of A Symphony for Lucerne (see Figure 76 for
example). The way in which they played the music and entered and
exited the music hall was carefully scripted in the musical score with
help from the ushers, so that they were in synchrony with the entire
orchestra.

Figure 76: A Lucerne-based Fasnacht band entering the concert hall to play
along with the orchestra during the final performance of A Symphony for Lucerne. (Photo credit: Lucerne Festival, 2015.)

4.2

Sound Derive

Sound D6rive is a location-based web/mobile platform that aims at encouraging users to take an impromptu sound journey through an urban
area to record, upload, view, and share sounds collected in their local
area. The main concept of this platform was inspired by the Situationist International movement Derive, which advocates a walking activity
to draw participants into the attraction of the fagades in the city [140].
Similarly, we wanted to encourage people to not only explore the visual
cityscape but also to listen to the musicality of the sounds in the city
where they live-what Westerkamp calls a soundwalk [231]. Sound
D6rive serves as a ubiquitous digital application that aims at mediating
such an activity.
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One of our main motivations with Sound Derive is to facilitate online
sharing of sound and video recordings from users as a form of musical collaboration and contribution to the project. Similar ideas have
been explored with projects such as Freesound, Urban Remix, and
CityGram [73, 79, 167]. Along with sounds, the Sound Derive system
also collects geolocation data to recreate the different sound journeys
that users can take within the virtual world. Users also have an option
to contribute additional information such as title, description, and tags
related to the recording to contextualize the contents.
Ultimately, our hope with this project is to enable anybody who wants
to participate in contributing sounds towards the goal of making a sonic
portrait of a particular city as a part of the collaborative City Symphonies project.

pI
Figure 77: The Concept image of Sound Derive for A Symphony for Lucerne.
The mobile apps were published as I hear Lucerne on app stores.
(Photo credit: Lucerne Festival and duoo, 2015.)

4.2.1

Design and Implementation

The Sound Derive system is a client-server model-based distributed
computer application aimed at sharing media data (see Figure 78).
Clients and a server communicate through Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 5 over Transport Layer Security (TLS) 6 to securely share
personal data specific to each user. Asynchronous Javascript and
Extensible Markup Language (XML) (AJAX) 7 , a web technology for
clients to send and retrieve data asynchronously from a server, is used
to set and change media contents dynamically. The Representational
State Transfer (REST) web service is used to communicate information between a client and the server [70].
5 w3.org/Protocols/
6 w3.org/2001 /tag/doc/web-https
7 w3.org/TR/XMLHttpRequest/
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Figure 78: The basic client/server system architecture of Sound DNrive.

Server
The Sound Derive server is built with Node.js , a JavaScript platform

for creating software, including a server network, with an ability to
spawn libav 9 processes to convert and manipulate video and sound
files (see Figure 79). Because different web browsers10 support different media formats, libav is necessary to ensure that the system can provide correctly formatted media files to the clients for sound and video
playback. As of this writing, media file conversion to MP3, Ogg Vorbis,
and MP4 proves to be most effective across iOS, Android, and different
desktop-based web browsers.
Express.js11 serves as the communication point with the clients via
REST Application Programming Interface (API). MongoDB 12 is responsible for storing and managing data. The database built with MongoDB
has two parts: the Media Manager and Account Controller schemas.
The Media Manager stores information 13 about the media files uploaded by the users and converts the file in multiple formats to accommodate modern web browsers. The Account Controller deals with manipulating the user account information 14 necessary to upload sounds
and interact with other users on the browsers.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

nodejs.org/
libav.org/
w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/WorldWideWeb.html
expressjs.com/
mongodb.com/
See Listing 4 for the exact information collected.
See Listing 5 for the exact information collected.
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Figure 79: A simplified system flow diagram of the server.

Client
While client interface can be built with any computing platform that
supports the basic web development environment, the main client interface for the desktop web browsers are also built with Node.js with
Browserify1 5 for the sake of simplicity and reusability of the source
codes across both the client and server sides. Students from Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) 16 at MIT built additional interfaces for iOS and Android devices.

Record

Playback
Recor

Account

MapRegistration

PlaybackAccount

Settings

Figure 80: Interface components of Sound Derive in three parts.

Regardless of the computing platform, the client side interface provides
users with three primary functions: recording, playback, and account
management (see Figure 80). The method to capture a video or audio
source depends on the computing platform as they depend on their internal API. In the case of desktop web browsers, RecordRTC 17 is cur15 Browserify is a software tool to make coding style written in Node.js available to web
browsers.
16 uaap.mit.edu/research-exploration/urop
17 recordrtc.org/
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rently being used to record both camera and audio inputs. This client
software aims to enable users to walk and quickly record the sounds
they are currently hearing. The interface is designed to be minimal with
a big button to make the users focus on listening. The right side of Figure 81 depicts a recording view for Philadelphia Voices that appears
on a mobile phone.
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Figure 81: On the left is a welcome page for the mobile app for the latest City
Symphonies project in Philadelphia. On the right is the recording
view on a mobile device.

Media files uploaded to the Sound Derive server are recalled for all
users through map and table views (see Figure 82 and the left side
of 81). On the web interface, Google Maps APIs' 8 are used to display
information about uploaded sounds and playback. When a user clicks
on the pins on the map, an additional viewport comes up that allows
the user to preview the recorded media file. Users can alternatively
chronologically navigate the uploaded videos and sounds using a table view located below the map view. The web interface additionally
provides a comment system for each uploaded media files to facilitate
discussion about the sounds in a particular city.

18 developers.google.com/maps/
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Figure 82: The browser interface of Sound Derive for PROJECT305in Miami.

4.3

Score-making Web Applications

As a part of the City Symphonies project, a series of semantic webbased interactive audio applications was created to invite anybody
who wanted to collaborate and participate in creating a piece of music.
These applications are called Cauldron, Water App, and Constellation,
and aimed to creatively engage users in listening to their cities and
contributing their musical compositions. Cauldron and Water Appwere
specifically made for particular cities- Edinburgh and Lucerne. Users'
submitted musical compositions typically contribute to the composition
of the final piece of music for the live concert performance.

4.3.1

Background

The projects in this section explore how an online musical scoremaking environment can facilitate dialog between an audience and a
composer to the point that they could both contribute to creating a final
piece of music. For this musical dialog to happen, we envisioned that
the score-making environment ought to encourage participants to be
expressive and encourage them to communicate, co-create, and coexplore. Similar visions can be observed in many of the prior works
similar to projects in this section. These include interactive musical
systems where website visitors composed music with open-form music scoring systems which were then used for performances (Piano
Etudes and Graph Theory) [77]; where participants made sounds that
were then mixed and processed in real-time over broadcasting systems [101, 152]; and where links between online environments and
live concert performances in real time remotely influenced the perfor-
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mance (Brain Opera and Cathedral) [60, 127]. These music systems
attempted to enhance the experience of participants and gave new perspectives to the prospect of dialog between an audience and a composer or between amateurs and experts.
To enable anyone to score a piece of music, the interface for the scoring
process must be intuitive enough that the participants do not need to
learn about or be skilled at music-scoring. One way of addressing this
challenge is to use a sketching or drawing metaphor to make the composition interface and process more straightforward for novices. For
example, the aforementioned Hyperscore graphical computer-assisted
composition system enables novices, particularly children, to compose
Western traditional music through freehand drawing [66]. In this scoring system, the act of sketching creates novices'musical pieces. Other
graphical composition software systems that promoted similar drawing
methods to score music include UPIC (Unit6 Polyagogique Informatique CEMAMu) [235], Different Strokes [237], and CyberBand [233].
The web applications in this section also use the act of drawing as the

metaphor of composing.

4.3.2

Audio Analysis and Visualization

Semantic web-based interactive audio applications, presented in this
section, rely heavily on the data collected from Sound D6rive. The
data is primarily used to create a visual-based interactive sound environment. Figure 83 illustrates the generalized workflow of the feature
extraction process. The procedure for this process is to either blindly
segment the sound file into sub-files at an arbitrary length or to work
with sound files that are already edited to a specific length. We have
also experimented with automatic segmentation tool provided by systems such as the Vamp audio analysis plugin19 but the segmentation
result varied significantly depending on the content of the sound file.
Audio features for each file were then extracted based on standard audio signal processing methods and audio feature extraction methods
described in [170]. The latest version of semantic web-based interactive audio applications rely on meyda20 , a JavaScript-based audio feature extraction library21 . Audio features related to time-domain, spectrum, and perceptual information are extracted in this process. The extracted features are then normalized and stored in JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) to load the data on the web browser asynchronously.
19 vamp-plugins.org
20 github.com/meyda/meyda
21 Listing 3 shows the exact algorithm being used to extract audio features from a single
sound file using meyda.
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Figure 83: The process of feature extraction from sound file to use the resulting data for visualization.

The web applications use the analysis data to draw visual interfaces
and also to synthesize sound when the user interacts with the interface.

4.3.3

Cauldron

Cauldron enables the users to explore and experience sounds of Edinburgh using the metaphor of stirring a cauldron 22 (see Figure 84). The
city and its history of witch culture inspired the choice of this metaphor.
We wanted to make users feel as if they are actually in Edinburgh visually and sonically.

Figure 84: The Cauldron interface when ingredients are stirred and mixed.

A stack of audio samples are represented as sound ingredients, on
the left-hand side of the interface. Visually, sound ingredients appear
as colored dots. The Red, Green, and Blue (RGB) color value of each
ingredient are decided by the sound features of the associated audio
sample. Users can listen to each ingredient by hovering over it with a
22 edinburgh.media.mit.edu/Cauldron/
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mouse. They can also drag and drop to mix ingredients in the cauldron.
When users stir the cauldron, they see and hear the contents of the
cauldron come to a boil. When this happens, the cauldron interface
visually swirls with the color of sound ingredients, and the sound of
the ingredients becomes louder. Users can also grab and shake an
individual sound ingredient to solo it and dissolve its contents into the
mix. The slower and more gently the users stir, the smoother will be the
blend; the faster and more wildly the users stir, the more contrasting
layers they will uncover.
Finally, users can record, save, upload, and play back their mixing work
along the way so they can come back to Cauldron later and edit their
concoction/audio mix. When they are happy with what's in the cauldron, they can upload the composition as a score to share with other
participants. As with all semantic web-based interactive audio applications in this section, Cauldron has an associated gallery webpage so
participants can look at what others have made.

4.3.4

Water App

Water App enables website visitors to explore and compose with the
numerous and distinctive sounds that characterize the liquid landscape
of Lucerne, Switzerland. Rich with sound recordings submitted by the
people of Lucerne for A Symphony for Lucerne, the Water App invites
people to sonically experience the city's fountains, lakes, rainfall, and
rivers through virtual waterways that they design and control.all, and
rivers through virtual waterways that they design and control.
When users first open the Water App, water flows freely between illuminated bubbles (see Figure 85). Each bubble contains a unique sound
that is activated when the water rushes past, and the colors of the bubbles indicate what type of water sound (i.e., fountain, lake, rain, river)
they hear. To bring all of the bubbles into immediate view, the users
can move the slider that controls their visibility at the top of the screen.
If the users want to hear a specific bubble, they can simply click on it.
The users can compose their waterways/soundscape by clicking on
one bubble after another. The water flow will find these paths that the
users have designed and traverse through them while the bubbles contained within gently light up and resonate. The arrows in each waterway
indicate the direction of the flow and represent the relative time it will
take to travel between two bubbles. The more arrows there are, the
longer it will take. We designed the Water App to combine the freedom
and control of flowing water.
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Figure 85: The interface of the Water app in an automatic mode.

As with other semantic web-based interactive audio applications, the
Water App saves users work along the way so they can come back
and keep editing their score from the same computer. When they are
happy with their Water App composition, they can share their work with
other participants in A Symphony for Lucerne.

4.3.5

Constellation

Constellation has a three-dimensional visual interface that consists of
hundreds of colorful graphical dots that represent fragments of sounds
collected from Sound Derive. Users arrange and modify the sounds
by clicking and dragging on top of the interactive visual score (see
Figure 86). The visitors are asked to create constellations of lines connecting sounds which in turn become their musical score.

Figure 86: The interface of the three-dimensional Constellation that visitors
see first when they access the website.
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Constellation employs a concatenative synthesis technique, typically
applied in natural speech synthesis [13], as the underlying sound engine. From a technical standpoint, it investigates the implementation
of an explorative concatenative synthesis engine on web browsers
that support Web Audio AP1 23 proposed by W3C and Audio Data API
by Mozilla 24 . Concatenative synthesis is a technique for synthesizing
sounds using segments of audio data to assemble and construct the
resulting sound [191]. Furthermore, explorative concatenative synthesis refers to a method of synthesis based on specifying a target as a
multidimensional curve in the descriptor space.
Concatenative synthesis techniques for music have been developed
since the year 2000 [192, 239], and different approaches to concatenative synthesis have been explored by many previous works [107,
130]. More recently, the creative, expressive, and explorative use of a
concatenative synthesis engine for performance and composition has
been highlighted by projects such as the Sandboxes, AudioGraden,
and Eargram [10, 80, 212]. These projects demonstrate that applying
a concatenative synthesis technique to expressive composition and
performance is possible and can result in creating unique music. Like
many of these projects, Constellation linked the compositional process
with concatenative synthesis. Constellation was the first web browserbased application that used real-time concatenative synthesis as a running synthesis engine for an asynchronous collaborative and creative
music composition.

Figure 87: The two-dimensional Constellation interface with the constellations of lines.

It is important to note that our synthesis process does not involve a
musical target model, unlike many concatenative synthesis techniques
23 w3.org/TR/webaudio/
24 wiki.mozilla.org/AudioDataAPI/
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described above. Instead, the target sound to generate is determined
by the mouse position and gesture of the user, and the sound fragments or grains are synthesized using a similar technique to the asynchronous granular synthesis process [178]. This browsing approach is
very similar to the Caterpillar system proposed by Schwarz [192].

Design and Implementation
The position, size, and color (primarily hue) of graphical dots are computed by using the feature set extracted through the audio analysis
process on a two- or three-dimensional plot interface similar to [10,
80, 193]. Six to seven audio features are arbitrarily selected from the
database. Although users are not informed about which feature combinations they are viewing, they have the choice to arrange the graphical
dots by moving the slider shown on the left side of Figure 88.

Figure 88: A tool palette that consists of a pattern slider, interaction mode
buttons, share buttons, and a theme selector.

The interface of Constellation is designed in a way that engages users
in exploring a soundscape with mouse and touch gestures. After exploring the environment, users can draw lines to create their composition.
This core flow of interaction in Constellation is illustrated in Figure 89.
We can interpret this as a representation of the universal Model-viewcontroller (MVC) design pattern often used in computer science for
building a computer software program. The model is the concatenative synthesis database which consists of audio features associated
with each segment of an audio file. Both the synthesis engine and visual interface relies on the database to synthesize sound and draw
graphical dots. We can consider them to be the view of Constellation
since these are what users see and hear. The control input is mediated through the users' touch gesture on the graphical interface. We
use this information to calculate the acceleration of the gesture to determine how many dots are to be selected at any given time. Slower
mouse movement results in selecting fewer dots, so that the user can
focus on exploring individual sounds. The closest dots to the mouse
pointer visually become larger to indicate to the users which dots they
currently have selected for playback.
The k-d tree is used for the two-dimensional version of Constellation,
and it looks for the closest graphical dots to the current touch coordinates and passes their identities to the synthesis engine. The synthesis engine then generates and sequences the correct sound fragments
based on these identities. In the three-dimensional version of Constel-
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Figure 89: The core interaction flow of the two-dimensional version of Constellation. The k-d tree is in bold to denote the major difference
between the two- and three-dimensional versions of Constellation.

lation, instead of the k-d tree, raycasting and cylindrical collision detection are used to determine the closest graphical dots.

Figure 90: The playback system is located at the left side of the tool palette.
Using this system, players can play back, scrub through, and loop
their compositions.

When users are done exploring and decide to steer a path through the
environment as a score, the coordinates of each point, where a line
segment is anchored, are stored as JavaScript variables. The users
can then edit individual line segments or delete an entire line. All interaction modes are toggled using buttons in the tool palette (see Figure 88). Once lines are in the desired formation, users can play back
their compositions using the playback control panel (see Figure 90).
Once they are satisfied with the composition, they can upload it to the
City Symphonies server.
To encourage visitors to interact further with Constellation, a separate
score gallery is provided where they can view compositions from other
users (see Figure 91). Visitors can play back, remix, or comment on
any music composition in the gallery. Constellation also has an interactive tutorial to help visitors understand what they can do with the
system.
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Figure 91: The view of the score gallery for Constellation. Website visitors
can navigate, listen to, and remix uploaded compositions by the
community.

4.4

Components of Score Instruments in Constellation

Cauldron, Water App, and Constellation all depict the qualities of Score
Instruments. However, instead of discussing the qualities in all three
projects, this section focuses on analyzing Constellation and its system diagram shown in Figure 89. By comparing to the system diagram
shown in Figure 89, we can see that Constellation has all primary components of Score Instruments: interface, compositional model, and instrumental model. Out of these three main components, the Constellation system has the compositional model being complex than other
parts.
Once the graphical dots on the interface are updated, they remain
static during interaction so that the users can remember and associate
a dot with a particular sound. In the three-dimensional version, however, users can also orbit around the static graphical dots, making the
interaction more dynamic and enabling them to listen to sounds from
different perspectives.

4.5

Criteria for Constellation

The City Symphonies project encompasses many different projects
within its borders, and they can all be considered and analyzed as
Score Instruments. This section focuses on the semantic web-based
audio application Constellation as a Score Instrument. Since Constellation shares commonalities with the other audio applications described
above, much of the analysis in this section also applies to them.
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Figure 92: The criteria of Score Instruments for Constellation.

The criteria for Constellation as a Score Instrument is illustrated in
Figure 92. Regarding intuitiveness, Constellation requires only moving the mouse or finger around its screen-based interface. If players
know how to use a computer or tablet, they can use Constellation.
As for feedback modalities, Constellation provides sound and visual
feedback. Animations such as bubbles popping support the players in
understanding musical events. With regard to explorability, the exploration mode enables the users to discover every single sound. In the
three-dimensional version of Constellation, the players can also zoom
in to close in on a particular sound. By exploring the visualization, players are exploring their city sonically. The whole point of the system is
to offer a platform to explore the musicality of their city, to learn to listen
to sounds in a musical way.
Moving on to recommendation, the way the sounds are visually
mapped guides users by creating organic sound clusters (e.g., voices,
birds sounds, and car sounds form visual clusters). This configuration
also creates a gradient of sonorities when moving the mouse continuously. The system is designed for short- to medium-term engagement, because we wanted a quick turnaround for players to compose
their musical pieces and submit them to us. The speed of the mouse
changes the complexity and the fullness of the layering, which allows
for a surprisingly high level of expressivity. As for reproducibility, Constellation focuses on overall gestures and sound exploration more than
exact reproducibility. Randomness in the system is intended not to generate the same sound sequence twice. For controllability, the interface
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is easy to control but requires precise motion. The system automatically controls the synthesis timing.

Future Work

4.6

For future applications, integration of Score-making Web Applications
and Sound D6rive into a single platform is crucial. Currently, sounds in
the score-making apps are curated by the City Symphonies team. This
arrangement allowed us to provide a full musical experience of a city
in a web environment. By merging the two platforms, we can enable
users to curate their sounds through Sound Derive. They will be able to
filter the sound contents through information about uploaded sounds,
such as location, time, and users, to further personalize the musical
experience. Empowering users with such capabilities can potentially
increase their motivation to have conversations with others about their
city and sounds.
I will also extend Sound D6rive with a real-time augmented sound reality system similar to RJDJ 2 5 to let users become more captivated
by the city sounds while recording. Currently, the main functionality of
Sound D6rive is to facilitate sound recording and uploading. Enabling
users to take an impromptu sound journey with the city sounds through
an augmented sound reality system can increase their enjoyment and
lead them to collect a much more meaningful sonic portrait of their city.
In this case, Sound D6rive will serve as a ubiquitous application that
enables users to choose sound filters to hear sounds differently than
they normally do and help them understand the city sounds from a different perspective. While the users engage in such activities, Sound
D6rive will facilitate them in recording sounds and contributing to the
community built around the City Symphonies project.
Filter presets

SoundScape

Mobile Microphone

Tra sf

atn

-+

Hedhn

u

Sound Recording
Upload data

Record Button

later

Continuous geotag

Figure 93: A basic interaction flow of the future Sound D6rive.

The new interaction scenario of Sound Derive on a mobile phone is
illustrated in Figure 93. Soundscape in the city will be captured via the
25 RJDJ is described in Section 3.1.2.
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microphone not only for recording purpose but also for a sound transformation purpose. Instead of just facilitating recording, the innovation
of the new Sound D6rive is in providing an interactive sound transformation experience in the city in real time. The way users can explore
the transformed city sound is by selecting digital filters, such as delay
and chorus effects, to process the incoming microphone input. Additionally, some of the filter parameters will be controlled by the sensors
available in the mobile phone. This interaction scenario makes headphones or earphones mandatory for the app to work appropriately.
In addition to facilitating sound recording through real-time sound augmentation, future Sound Derive can collect continuous geolocation
data to virtually recreate the different sound journeys users took in the
city. Other users can then virtually enjoy taking that same sound journey without physically visiting the area. In addition, if a user comes
across another user's recorded path, then that recorded sound will be
added to the sound journey a user is currently taking.
In terms of the Score-making Web Applications, one future requirement is to improve the compatibility with mobile devices so that the
apps can harness embedded sensors in the device to create additional
musical interactions. With such additional capabilities, users would be
able to access extra synthesis parameters through sensors such as
accelerometers to compose a piece of music. Using three-dimensional
graphics environments could potentially encourage users to navigate
and play with the sound environment in a long-term context, through
zooming, panning, and tilting, to discover hidden sounds. Additionally,
pushing more apps to function in the three-dimensional environment
will enable them to run in a Virtual Reality (VR) world where users can
have a more immersive experience navigating through sounds.
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MM-RT

The MM-RT (Material, Magnet, Rhythm, and Timbre) project represents a concrete example music system derived from the Score Instruments design framework. It is designed for Musical Wonderers to
explore music with everyday objects on a tabletop tangible interface
configuration. MM-RT demonstrates Score Instruments' capabilities to
turn our everyday environments into musical instruments and materials
for composition. Additionally, it facilitates Musical Wonderers' listening
experiences with visual animation and enhances them by providing the
ability to touch electronic music.

Figure 94: A conceptual prototype of the first MM-RT.

MM-RT is a tabletop musical instrument that expands on an interface
for musical expression created by the author in 2011 called DrumTop
(see Figure 95) [216]. DrumTop uses impulses from voice coils as
sound actuation mechanism to turn everyday objects into percussive
musical instruments. The objective of DrumTop was to create a simple
physical interface that gives voice to random and found objects, affords self-expression and immediate engagement for novices, and encourages everyone to explore the musical potential of their surroundings. With DrumTop, the potential for generating new sounds was in
the hands of the players. Their creative expressions were stimulated
by what they found around them and how they decided to play and
combine everyday objects on the tabletop interface to make music.
Players are often amazed when experiencing DrumTop for the first time.
They react with genuine excitement and quickly grasp the basic concept of the system: place any objects on any of the eight pads and
choose drumming rhythms that can be changed interactively. Part of
the attraction for novices lies in the simplicity of the instrument as a

percussive drum sequencer. However, this simplicity can be limiting if
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Figure 95: The DrumTop interface. Any objects small enough to hold can be
used to create percussive sounds, provided that the objects can
touch the actuators.

the players want to orchestrate a full range of music including melody
and harmony, not just percussion. One solution is to incorporate a loudspeaker system to accompany DrumTop with electronic sounds. Our
solution, however, was to continue using physical objects and realize
ways to increase sound variation within a configuration similar to DrumTop. MM-RT emerged from such rationale.
MM-RT employs electromagnetic actuators and small permanent magnets to physically induce sound signals into various artifacts (see Figure 96). The experimentation with MM-RT led to a discovery that applying digital sound synthesis techniques to electromagnetic actuators
coupled with permanent magnets on physical objects increases the
number of sound variations a player can obtain beyond percussion
sounds. MM-RT can not only be used to generate rhythms and percussive sounds like DrumTop does, but also be used to generate drones,
melodic patterns, and abstract granular textural sounds through various objects by making use of mechanical/acoustic sound synthesis
technique [34]. Such a technique can also make musical interactions
more intuitive for both players and audience [9].
Players of MM-RT can directly touch electronic music with their own
hands through any non-magnetic object coupled with a permanent
magnet. Testing a wide range of objects revealed that cups, plates,
boxes, bottles, vases, jars, plastic containers, tubes, shakers, books,
Compact Disc (CD) cases, and teapots worked particularly well. The
permanent magnet can be coupled in different ways, either fixed to the
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Figure 96: The MM-RT Interface. Electromagnets are installed beneath each
pad.

surface of the object or directly enclosed inside the object in the case
of boxes, bottles, and tall jars. When, for example, a non-magnetic
box, with a permanent magnet inside, is placed on top of a pad with an
electromagnetic actuator, a sawtooth wave generated through the ac-

tuator can rapidly move the permanent magnet. The magnet bounces
and hits the walls of the box, producing acoustic sounds similar to what
a digital granular synthesis might generate.

5.1

Related Works

Electromagnets are pervasive and used in electronic devices ranging
from loudspeakers to motors, hard disks, and generators. In particular,
loudspeakers are one of the essential tools for researchers, engineers,
and artists working with electronic music. Loudspeakers are practical
for new musical interface designers, but they also decouple the actual
sound source from the musical interface, leading audiences and artists
to a disembodied experience of music [32, 46]. This ambiguity in sound
production is the result of the design practice adopted by most modern
Digital Musical Instruments (DM Is), which separates the controllerfrom
the synthesizer [44].
There are exceptions to this design practice. One way is to co-locate
the loudspeaker or transducer with the interface of musical instruments
[185, 215]. Another is to use electromagnets to design actuated musical instruments [196]. Since the core design of MM-RT involves electromagnetic actuators, this section emphasizes prior works associated
with the use of electromagnets.
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5.1.1

Electromagnetically Augmented Musical Instruments

In recent years, the New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME)

community has seen a trend of applying electromagnetic actuators
to augment existing acoustic musical instruments. McPherson demonstrated that a magnetic force could actuate two types of objects: either
a magnetized object or a ferromagnetic object [142]. The actuator design for the augmented instrument may differ based on the object, but
the fundamental technology and techniques are broadly applicable to
both.
Existing augmented musical instruments include, but are not limited to,
piano, vibraphone, and drum [8, 20, 172]. Electromagnetism in such
musical instruments demonstrates the fundamental techniques of how
existing instruments can be expanded, often with additional sensors.
The technical and aesthetic decisions that the creators made for these
electromagnetic instruments anticipate future new musical instruments
that incorporate the effects of electromagnetism.

5.1.2

Musical Interaction using Electromagnets

The electromagnetic field can also be used to design unique musical instruments and interactions. The electromagnetic tagging system in Paradiso et al. utilizes real-time tracking of passively tagged objects with a
reader to create musical interaction [166]. Rowland demonstrated the
use of printed loudspeakers with gloves equipped with magnets to realize co-located surface sound interaction [184]. The musical interaction
created in this project is unique in that players not only hear sounds
but get direct tactile feedback from the magnet on the glove. These
projects show that electromagnetic effects can also be used to create
musical interactions that are intuitive for musical novices.

5.1.3

Tangible Tabletop Musical Interface

Tangible tabletop musical interfaces typically fuse physical and virtual
environments with a projector and a camera to display useful musical
information around the physical artifacts to the players [118, 169]. Players of tangible tabletop musical interfaces often manipulate physical
artifacts on tabletop surfaces to build and modify musical topologies
[104]. These tabletop interfaces enable players to freely and quickly
move around physical objects on a tabletop surface to progressively affect the sound outcome. The design approach in these projects demonstrates ways to visually guide players in understanding the current mu-
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sical state of the system. Tangible scores and the Sound of Touch,
which treat a physical interface as a score for a musical instrument, are
also fascinating projects that suggest ways to think about how to explicitly indicate the state of the musical instrument to the players [144, 210].
Most tangible tabletop interfaces for musical purpose revolve around
the use of computer vision technology. While the physical objects themselves do not produce sound, they tend to focus on the manipulation
of physical objects to affect the resulting musical outcome.

8x8 Matrix Display

A flat area for objects

0
Potentiometers

Q
0

Push Button

Figure 97: A top-down view of a single pad of MM-RT.

5.2

Implementation

MM-RT consists of four identical areas. Each of them contains a small
display for feedback; a button and two potentiometers for controls; and
a flat circular area called a pad to place objects on (see Figure 97). With
MM-RT, any magnetic or ferromagnetic objects can become musical
sound sources. By placing an object on the pad, it becomes musically
activated in one of four ways, called the musical modes: percussion,
melody, grain, and microphone input. By playing on the four pads simultaneously, players can layer sounds into a sophisticated interactive
musical composition.
The dot matrix display informs the player what musical mode a pad
is currently using; a button switches between different musical modes.
Dynamics and timbre on MM-RT are controlled using knobs which rrtanipulate electromagnet actuation strength, pulse frequency, and wave-

.

forms. Figure 98 shows the cross-section of a single pad on MM-RT 1
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As we can see from the figure, an electromagnet (actuator), control by
a waveform, is placed right beneath the pad so that any objects placed
on top of the pad have a minimal distance to the actuator. The distance
between an actuator and an object can be as close as 3mm to make
the best use of the magnetic force.
Container
Magnet

o0

I

I

I

Actuator

Figure 98: A cross section of a pad on MM-RT. A container with a permanent
object is used as an example object a player can put on top of the
pad.

5.2.1

Percussion Pad Design

A custom 3D-printed solenoid was created in a pad format to replicate the percussion mode in DrumTop (see Figure 99). This custom
solenoid pad contains a permanent magnet at the bottom so that when
the magnetic force is applied, the pad is mechanically constrained to
move vertically. The solenoid is designed to move up to 4mm. The surrounding materials of the pad are composed of Masonite board and a
neoprene sheet. Each solenoid pad has four circular Velcro points to
stay firmly attached to MM-RT.

(a)

(b)

Figure 99: A percussion pad that attaches on top of MM-RT. A custom 3Dprinted solenoid is attached in the center of the pad. (a) A solenoid
at rest. (b) A solenoid actuated.

1 See Figure 125 for the two-dimensional laser-cuttable Computer-aided Design (CAD)
model of the MM-RT to get a better sense of the instrument construction.
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Figure 100 illustrates the estimated mechanical reaction of the custom
solenoid pad when different types of electromagnetic waveform were
applied. In general, the Direct Current (DC) offset was set higher than 0
for all waveforms to ensure they stay positive to push the solenoid upward and avoid pulling down when negative signals are applied. An impulse signal exhibited no mechanical response on the custom solenoid
(see Figure 100-a). This response is most likely because the time interval of the impulse is too short for the electromagnets to exhibit any
magnetic force on the solenoid. Applying a half cycle of a cosine or
square wave (see Figure 100-b and 100-c) resulted in double triggering the solenoid where the transient of the waveform happens. In the
case of a cosine wave, the displacement of the solenoid reduced to
approximately half in comparison to the square wave. This reduction
is observed because the transient of a cosine wave is much longer
than that of a square wave and the electromagnet is not capable of
applying the instantaneous force on the solenoid. A sawtooth wave
(see Figure 1 00-d) demonstrated the best result in correctly moving
the solenoid as desired. This experiment revealed that the solenoid is
sensitive to the transient of the waveform.
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Figure 100: Graphs comparing the solenoid behavior with different electromagnetic waveforms. Red lines represent the audio signal generated by the computer, and dotted blue lines correspond to the approximate behavior of the solenoid. Waveforms are (a) impulse,
(b) cosine, (c) square, and (d) sawtooth.
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5.2.2

Software

The MM-RT software consists of three parts: Arduino 2 , NW.js3 , and

SuperCollider (see Figure 101). Arduino, a microcontroller designed
for building interactive applications, is responsible for acquiring knob
and button data as well as rendering graphics on 8x8 dot matrix display4 . An application written in NW.js, a Node.js module designed for
writing a desktop application using web technologies, acts as a bridge
between Arduino and SuperCollider to translate Open Sound Control (OSC) messages to Serial data and vice versa. NW.js also handles
the graphic rendering for the 8x8 dot matrix display. SuperCollider, a
text-based audio programming language, is responsible for keeping
the timing among four pads on MM-RT and generating the audio signal. The generated audio signal from SuperCollider is amplified before
reaching the electromagnets.

/

O0 0 3 Sensor Data

Audio Output
via Amplifier

SuperCollider

0
Display Rendering

OSC

nw.js

Serial

Arduino

Figure 101: Software Architecture

5.2.3

Visual Representation of Musical Mode

The tricolor 8x8 dot matrix displays in MM-RT play a significant role
in informing the players about the current musical mode of each pad.
In fact, without an object to react to the electromagnet, the magnetic
force generated by a musical mode and its parameters are invisible
to the naked eye. When a knob changes the force of an actuator, the
brightness of the display changes to indicate the strength. As such, a
different musical mode realizes different display behaviors.
Figure 102 depicts the four display representations simulated in the
NW.js bridge application, each one corresponding to one of four musical modes. In the percussion mode (see Figure 102-a), the matrix is
divided into rows and columns to mimic the step sequencer like interface. A green color indicates on state and a black color represents off
2 arduino.cc/
3 nwjs.io/
4 See Figure 124 for the schematic circuit diagram and Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
layout of the MM-RT.
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state. A yellow cursor is utilized to show which beat a sequencer is
currently on. The visual representation of the melody mode (see Figure 102-b) functions the same way as the percussion mode but with
added pitch information when the step sequencer turns to on state.
A sine-like moving waveform represents the grain mode, and the frequency of a generated audio signal affects the horizontal scroll rate of
the display. The microphone input mode displays the amplitude level of
the microphone input. Square shapes with changing size in ten steps
display the amplitude value.

rU
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 102: Visual Representation of four musical modes. Modes are: (a) percussion, (b) melody, (c) grain, and (d) microphone input.

5.3

Musical Modes of MM-RT

MM-RT players are free to design their objects. However, there are
some restrictions and guidance on what type of objects work best
depending on the musical mode of the machine. MM-RT currently
has four musical modes-percussion, melody, grain, and microphone
input-to accommodate different kinds of musical interaction.

5.3.1

Percussion

The percussion mode inherits most of the functionalities from DrumTop with one major difference. In DrumTop, each pad represents a
beat in a measure. Since DrumTop has eight pads, the total number of
beats was constrained to eight beats in which a step sequencer sweep
through in a looping fashion. In the MM-RT percussion mode, each pad
is treated as a separate step sequencer, but with one master clock that
syncs the tempo across all pads. The players can change the preprogrammed drum patterns by scrubbing through them using one of the
potentiometers.
In the percussion mode, the object must not be magnetic, as the magnetic force is meant to be applied to the added custom percussion pad
described earlier. Since the maximum displacement of the solenoid is
about 4mm, the percussion mode prefers objects that are flat on the
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bottom. If, for example, an object has a foot that raises the bottom surface, the tip of the solenoid will not be able to reach the object, and the
object will not produce a sound. In percussion mode, the heavier the
object is, the softer the resulting sound is.

5.3.2

Melody

Like percussion mode, melody mode is also driven with a step sequencer. This mode generates a pitched sound. While there are many
ways to produce a pitched sound using waveforms, MM-RT mostly
uses a sawtooth wave for simplicity and experimentation. The preprogrammed melodic patterns can be scanned using one of the potentiometers. Since the preprogrammed melodic patterns are described
only with interval relationship, the players have additional capability to
change the root note of the melodic pattern, if MM-RT is connected to
an external Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) keyboard.
The most effective objects in this mode are hollow objects such as
boxes, balloons, and buckets that resonate well with a specific frequency. Players can even add rocks, sands, and beads inside the objects to physically affect the resulting pitched sound.

5.3.3

Grain

The grain mode exhibits a granular-synthesis-like behavior with physical objects. Currently, the audio signal generated for this mode also
utilizes a sawtooth wave between 1 and 60hz. The player can change
the rate of the sawtooth wave using one of the potentiometers.
A typical configuration for an object in this mode is a nonmagnetic
closed container with a permanent magnet trapped inside (see Figure 98 for example). In this way, the magnet is free to move around
the container when a magnetic force is applied. Impressive results can
come from using cups, bottles, and vases that have a tall side wall
so that a magnet cannot readily jump out. Utilizing a balloon equipped
with a magnet creates a surprising sound effect, since balloons resonate very well around 30 to 60hz, producing low-frequency rumbling.

5.3.4

Microphone Input

The microphone input mode routes externally generated audio signals directly into the electromagnetic actuators. The players are not re-
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stricted, but this mode is typically for real-time collaboration with other
musicians. This mode requires practice to refine what objects can be
used depending on what kind of sound is picked up through the microphone. Any objects described in the previous three modes can work in
this mode, and investigating what type of objects might work the best is
encouraged. Experimentation with cello sounds, for example, revealed
that objects used in the grain mode were most effective in generating
intriguing sounds.

5.4
5.4.1

Assessing MM-RT as a Score Instrument
Components of MM-RT

The components of Score Instruments are shown in Figure 103. They
consist of primarily three parts: interface, compositional model, and instrumental model. The interface of MM-RT is the physical hardware.

Through the interface, the instrument sends digital signals to the compositional model to determine the course of music-making. The compositional model would then give feedback to the user through the interface and tell the instrumental model what kind of magnetic field it
should create.
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Figure 103: Components of MM-RT

5.4.2

Criteria for MM-RT

Figure 104 shows the radar chart that describes the criteria of Score
Instruments for MM-RT. The instrument provides multimodal feedback
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Figure 104: The criteria of Score Instruments for MM-RT.

consisting of sound, visual, and tactile. Displays on each module help
the players to predict the invisible magnetic force. The movement of
objects and magnets gives visual and tactile feedback to the players.
Regarding explorability, MM-RT provides infinite possibilities to create
new timbres. At least four musical modes can be used to experiment
with a single object. Electronically produced sounds can be filtered
through physical objects and also by the players' hands.
To demonstrate the explorability of MM-RT, we have employed the instrument in performance contexts. In fall 2016, we performed professionally at the Packard concert hall at Colorado College, the University of Vermont Recital Hall in Vermont (see Figure 105), and the Lin-

coln Center in New York. These performances were a collaboration
between an MM-RT player and a cello player. MM-RT in these performances also involved the intensive use of the microphone input mode
as it is the ideal way to collaborate with other musicians, to correlate the
sound event generated from other instruments in real time. We would
typically ask audience members to come up to the stage to engage
them intimately in seeing and hearing MM-RT.
With regard to expressivity, multiple modules and various musical
modes allow for complex layering of sounds. The diversity of objects
bring sonic diversity in developing musical structure. MM-RT is designed both for short and long-term engagement. Practice on different levels can lead to virtuosity. To demonstrate the expressivity and
mastery of MM-RT, in addition to collaborative performances, MM-RT
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Figure 105: A collaborative music performance between MM-RT player and
a Cello player. (Photo credit to Kevin Sword, 2017)

has also been used for solo performance. In particular, a performance
at the Guthman Musical Instrument Competition5 deserves attention,
as MM-RT won the People's Choice Award for the Most Unusual Instrument (see Figure 106). The Guthman Musical Instrument Competition at the Georgia Institute of Technology is an annual event aimed
at identifying the world's next generation of musical instruments. For
MM-RT to win such an award at a technologically prestigious competition demonstrates that audience members found the instrument expressive, attractive, and engaging.

Figure 106: An MM-RT performance at the Guthman Musical Instrument
Competition final concert (Photo credit: Guthman New Musical
Instrument Competition, 2017).

5 guthman.gatech.edu
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MM-RT takes advantage of task-oriented everyday gestures such as
picking up an object and placing it on a pad. This characteristic makes
the instrument intuitive even for first-time players. MM-RT has frequently been demoed to visitors at the MIT Media Lab (see Figure 107).
First-time visitors, regardless of their age and gender, tend to take MMRT as a surprise initially, and quickly grasp the basic concept of the
system. When visitors interact with the instrument to create basic musical patterns, they are soon immersed in a musical journey and seem to
enjoy the creative experience. MM-RT appears to stimulate visitors' curiosity toward everyday objects as it encourages them to look through
their surroundings, including bags and pockets, to turn their belongings
into a source of musical sounds. The magnets used in MM-RT also
tend to be of significant interests to young visitors, as many of them
say that they would like to keep some magnets with them to continue
their sound experimentation even after the demo.

Figure 107: A frequent sight in the Opera of the Future group at the MIT Media
Lab, where DrumTop and MM-RT engage young Musical Wonderers in music-making. (Photo credit: djmoss66, 2012).

Pertaining to controllability, some objects are easier to control than
others. Because of the magnetic energy and displacement, some objects will need to be held or anchored by more massive objects. Most
objects will consistently produce the same sounds, but the exact positioning and control parameters can be hard to reproduce. MM-RT can
occasionally appear slightly complicated to control because of the underlying magnetic system to excite sounds. Some visitors demonstrate
gestures that indicate difficulties in finding the right object with the right
magnet configuration and placing that object in the correct orientation
to produce maximum sounds. For example, one visitor considered using a thick book as the source of the sound but looked confused when
the instrument did not produce a loud enough sound. From a physics
standpoint, a heavy solid object requires more energy to move, and
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the electromagnets equipped with the latest design of MM-RT are not
powerful enough to actuate objects heavier than approximately 0.5kg.
Perhaps a future version of MM-RT should have a system that recommends a suitable configuration of objects and magnets, depending
on which musical mode is chosen. With regards to recommendation,
the latest version of MM-RT recognizes existing objects with Radiofrequency Identification (RFID) tags and suggests which musical mode
is best for a given object (see Figure 108). The percussion and melody
mode indicate the future musical events, and the user can queue objects tactilely before placing them on the pad, the same way Disk Jockeys (DJs) plan their next tracks on their headphones before mixing.

Figure 108: The latest version of MM-RT that has RFID readers embedded
so the instrument can recognize objects being placed on top of
modules and suggest future actions to the player. In addition to
the RFID readers, the latest version employs capacitive touch
interfaces.

5.5

Future Work

The experimentation with MM-RT mostly occurred through an electromagnetic sawtooth wave for almost all of the musical modes. Additional
experimentation using different synthesis methods can move the instrument forward to achieve an even wider range of timbres. For instance,
using a band-limited pulse generator will potentially improve the richness of the timbre coming out of a resonating object in the melody
mode. Since this generator is often used for acoustic measurements
and assumed to have a flat power spectrum across all harmonics, ap-

plying such a signal to a hollow object can enhance the natural reso-
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nant frequency of that object, making the resulting sound more similar
to how the object will sound in an everyday context [2].
The coreless electromagnet can be employed to avoid permanent magnets that are continuously attracted to the core of the electromagnet actuator even when it is not in use. Although the lack of a ferromagnetic or
magnetic core in the design of electromagnets reduces the effect of the
magnetic force, this approach might enable the instrument to maximize
the translation of electrical to mechanical motion much more efficiently
in a tabletop configuration.
Another near-future improvement of MM-RT is to implement operational transconductance amplifiers as suggested by [142], instead of
using an audio amplifier which is based on voltage amplification. The instrument also needs an additional interface to control the global parameters of the instrument instead of relying on an external MIDI controller.
Implementing such functionality will eliminate the need for an external
MIDI controller. As another future direction, experiments on applying
additional mechanical constraints on permanent magnets can result in
increasing musical modes of the instrument. For example, by designing a system to mechanically constrain a permanent magnet to spin
in a circular motion, MM-RT may be able to produce similar sounds to
those produced by a Tibetan bowl.
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LESSONS LEARNED

This chapter aims to present and organize the insights gained through
the process of envisioning, designing, and deploying Score Instruments. In this context, we revisit the problem statement introduced in
Chapter 1 and the concept of Score Instruments presented in Chapter 3 then summarize how the two instances of Score Instruments presented in Chapter 4 and 5 translated the qualities of Score Instruments.
In particular with Chapter 4, Constellation is used to demonstrate some
features of Score Instruments. This chapter also describes technological and design insights from the implementations to offer guidelines
for future Score Instruments. Finally, this chapter reflects on how the
concept of Score Instruments has been and can be communicated to
workshop participants and students in a learning context.

6.1

Embodiment

In this section, we will extend the concept of the embodiment from
a bodily connection to the world into a more generalized view. Chapter 1 showed that many existing commercial Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) disconnect music-making from the physicality of music.
Because of this, their users can lose the embodied connection to music.
Also, DMIs can divert their users from understanding the relationship
between musicality and our everyday physical world. This quality of
embodiment is related to the bodily connection to the world and is only
one part of the broader concept of embodiment. The embodiment can
also relate to the cognitive connection to the physical world [58]. In
this sense, in both MM-RT and Constellation, the embodiment is not
only realized in the action of playing the instrument but also in how
it helps users relate differently to their everyday environment. Indeed,
in both instruments, their interaction design and sonorities also offer
ideas to explore the surrounding musicality of the players' everyday
environment for learning to listen to sounds in musical ways.
This observation also leads to interpreting Score Instruments as metainstruments, instruments on top of which players create their personalized instruments. There are many ways to create meta-musical instruments. In the literature, the term has also been used to describe ma-
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chine learning techniques that train and modify the system [69]. However, in the case of Constellation, the quality of meta-instruments is
reflected through the use of interchangeable sound samples uploaded
by the local community through the Sound D6rive mobile app. Constellation collects sample sets in locations that are familiar to players, as
they are close to their homes. In consequence, a lot of those samples
will sound familiar to the players, who can thus feel emotionally, intellectually, and personally connected to them. For example, the unique
sound of the local metro announcements, crossroad signal, or the tune
of the local accordion player can elicit fond memories and possibly attachment, pride, and a sense of belonging in one's home place. When
these familiar sound samples are part of Score Instruments, exploring
music and sound becomes much more meaningful to Musical Wonderers. Furthermore, this embodied experience for players can increase if
both Sound Derive and Constellation are inherently connected so that
the players can, in real time, personalize sounds within Constellation.
Though one could argue that the apparent rigidity of the system that
forces the sample database to be a collective one also forces the user
to reflect and accept that they are part of a community and reconcile
the personal and the communal sense of living somewhere. There is a
meaning behind the non-flexible database: most people do not choose
their neighbors, but one has to learn to live with them organically.
The interaction model for MM-RT centers around transforming found
objects into musical instruments. In other words, the instrument encourages players to see their world as a musical construction kit and
take a personal journey in designing a musical instrument that can couple with MM-RT. The instrument offers artistic freedom to the players
through the art of playing and reshaping found objects. The ability of
MM-RT to enable players to manually tune and detune their created
instrument before or while playing it is similar to the idea of prepared
piano and extended technique, hacking or extending the original musicality of the instrument. The idea of meta-instruments comes naturally
to MM-RT, because interacting with the instrument is partially about cultivating players' musical minds by asking them to listen to their world.
Each found object can be considered a mini meta-instrument.

6.2

Embedded Musicality

Mass-targeted DMIs and music software tend to constrain their users
into creating only certain kinds of sound and music. Indeed, their musicality is strictly defined and embedded in the digital realm where everything is already discretely defined. Their users can only create with
these prescribed and predefined musicality, especially gesturally if a
DMI only allows a limited range of sensor inputs. This limitation makes
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the creation of truly novel music difficult unless the users are capable
of rewriting or modifying the software that underlies the instrument.
Even though the musicality of Constellation and MM-RT are also digitally constrained, similarly to other DMIs and Interactive Music Systems (IMSs), they offer some creative alternatives. These Score Instruments are different because their musicality is augmentable without overwriting the software that runs the system, stimulating players
to focus on exploring and developing their musical language. This musical augmentation primarily happens through replacing sample sets
in Constellation and arranging found objects in MM-RT. Similar to the
philosophy and practice of free improvisation [6], players can sidestep
the rigidity and formalism of Score Instruments and explore different
articulations with their interpretation of sounds and instruments. In this
sense, Score Instruments are open and can appeal to almost anyone,
from children and non-musicians to expert musicians, especially if they
are Musical Wonderers.
The topic of embedded musicality also touches on the practice of extended technique. This technique can challenge the formalized language built for a given instrument [204] and broaden the capability of
that instrument. In the acoustic tradition, an aspiration to extend playing
techniques goes hand in hand with the phenomena of modifying existing instruments with new materials and design improvements [51]. The
rationale for Score Instruments is to engender a similar musical world
where players are free to explore music and sound through personal
interaction and experience, both physically and cognitively.

6.3

Comparing Example Score Instruments

Based on the criteria for Score Instruments given in Chapter 3, this
section compares Constellation and MM-RT to reflect on how some of
the approaches taken differ from each other in realizing the concept
of Score Instruments (see Figure 109 for the radar chart comparison).
This comparison gives us more insights into the limitations and the
characteristics of Score Instruments.
With regards to explorability, MM-RT invites Musical Wonderers to explore sound and music more deliberately than Constellation, because
the means to produce sound in MM-RT is directly connected to the familiar physical movement of tangible object manipulation. In addition,
MM-RT engages Musical Wonderers in music-making activities with increased sensory feedback. Players' musical journey with MM-RT can
be limitless as long as they find something interesting around them to

transform into musical instruments or articulate different ways to pro-
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Figure 109: A radar chart comparing Constellation and City Symphonies.
Constellation is in purple and City Symphonies is in red.

duce sounds from a single object. In Constellation, on the other hand,
the sound palette is digitally confined to samples uploaded by the community but evolves with time as more people upload new sounds. In
one case, explorability is extendable regarding space. In the other, explorability increases with time.
For the same reason that MM-RT encourages Musical Wonderers to
participate in open-ended music-making, the instrument also offers
greater options for musical expression and engages players in longerterm context, as compared to Constellation. Aside from the fact that
Constellation was initially designed for short- to medium-term engage-

ment with a focus on exploration, in Constellation, the high-level expressivity of the instrument emerges from the mouse gesture; the
speed of mouse changes the complexity and fullness of the sound
layering. The ability for the players to customize their sound palettes
on the fly, or at least to offer temporally evolving sounds in the long
term, plays a significant role in making MM-RT expressive and engaging players not only short-term but also longer-term.
The criteria of explorability, expressivity, and engagement are connected and characterize how effective each instance of Score Instruments is at becoming a meta-instrument The more expressive the instrument is, the more enjoyable it will be to explore sounds and engage
with the instrument in a long-term context. From this observation, both
Constellation and MM-RT may not maximize reproducibility because
embedding elements of surprise in the instrument is also essential in
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encouraging Musical Wonderers in open-ended music-making. A balance between those two aspects is needed.
In terms of recommendation-the degree to which a system provides
real-time feedback to guide players in music-making-the way Constellation visually maps sounds as clusters help the players see the whole
picture at once and grasp the state of the instrument. The instrument
offers an offline tutorial for the player to tackle future music-making
actions. The newest version of MM-RT recognizes existing objects
with Radio-frequency Identification (RFID) tags and suggests musical
mode and parameters that best fit the given object in real time. Additionally, the visualization technique used in the percussion and melody
modes help the player predict and plan the future musical events. In
the future,Score Instruments can benefit even more from incorporating concepts and techniques from Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs)
[156].
Constellation is highly intuitive, as the instrument takes advantage of a

familiar Graphical User Interface (GUI) environment. The instrument requires precise gestures, but as long as players can operate a computer
mouse or touch panel, they can quickly learn to operate it. Its intuitiveness is also amplified by the software system that automatically controls the musical timing of synthesis. MM-RT is also intuitive because
it takes advantage of task-oriented everyday gestures. However, because the movement of magnets controlled by an electromagnet can
be unpredictable, understanding the exact behavior of the instrument
can take time and always contains a degree of unpredictability. This
uncertainty in MM-RT is also the reason why maintaining the exact
positioning of an object and reproducing the same sound can be challenging.

6.4

Communicating Score Instruments

This section considers past instances and potential future opportunities
to communicate the idea of Score Instruments to people from various
backgrounds. The workshops, classes, exhibitions, and talks are used
as settings to exchange the concept of Score Instruments. In this context, participants and students experience DMIs from at least four perspectives: audience members, performers, composers, and instrument
designers. Such a combination is valuable to participants, because a
DMI is typically evaluated through these four perspectives and they
give different ideas about the quality of DMI [160]. Audience members
evaluate DMI for the aesthetic quality of the resulting music and effectiveness to convey musical information. A performer typically evaluates

a DMI from its playability: how challenging the instrument is to master
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and how engaging the instrument when developing virtuosity. Furthermore, a performer requires a score or instructions prepared by a composer, who needs to understand the mechanism of that DMI to be able
to write a music piece. In this sense, composers evaluate DMIs in light
of how robust their musical effect is. Finally, DMIs are evaluated by instrument designers who typically think through the design specification
and playing experience.

6.4.1

Score Instruments Workshops

The concepts behind Score Instruments have been communicated to
instrument builders through workshops. The topics of workshops focused on the musification techniques described in Section 3.2. These
workshops introduced participants to everyday sounds as materials for
musical expression. Moreover, the workshops involved electroacoustic
technologies to transform everyday sounds into a musical medium and
to use them to create new instruments and performances. Participants
of the workshop used with voice coils, solenoids, microphones, a series of music software, and other sound related electronic components.
These tools helped them to start interacting with everyday sounds to
generate ideas for new musical instruments and performances.

Figure 110: A workshop scene at the Festival Mbsica Estranha in S;o Paulo,
Brazil.

Two main workshops took place between 2015 and 2017: one at the
30 Festival MOsica Estranha 1 in Sdo Paulo, Brazil (see Figure 110) and

1 musicaestranha.me/
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at the Electromagnetic Field 20162 in Guildford. In addition, short and
informal workshops have taken place at the Lilypad.
The workshops were advertised locally among communities of musicians, students, and anyone interested in electroacoustic and computer music. Participants explored sound and music at the boundary of
electronics and acoustics. The workshops were designed to embrace
every skill level. Because the workshop time was limited and participants came from diverse backgrounds, collaboration became essential
to maximize the experimentation period and think through the performance with the different musification technique in mind
One performance model that came out of these workshops was dividing the task between a sound producer and processor (see Figure 111).
A sound producer, often an expert musician, plays source sounds either from electronically amplified found objects or from a musical instrument. The signal from the sound producer is then picked up and
modified by another participant called the sound processor, through

tangible interaction with the electronic sound or through a musical controller. This performance model allowed the experts to form a cohesive
musical structure while enabling the novices to explore sounds and incorporate their musical language on top of the original sounds.
Everyday Objects

Physical Interaction

Sound Producer

Sound Processor

Musical

Interface

Output

Instruments
Figure 111: The performance model that emerged from the workshop to enable collaboration between participants of different skill levels.

2 emfcamp.org/
3

lilypadinman.com/
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6.4.2

Curricula for Score Instruments

In 2016, I was invited by the liberal arts school at Colorado College 4 to
present my dissertation projects to undergraduate students on several
occasions between fall 2016 and spring 2017. I deployed the vision of
this dissertation work through three classes for which I designed the
curricula. This opportunity provided an essential platform for discussion, evaluation, iteration, and improvement of dissertation concepts.
These classes were created to support students in the music department to learn about music technology.

Figure 112: A scene from the Experimental Electronic Music class. Students
at Colorado College working on creating their own musical instruments.

In particular, the Experimental Electronic Music class explored the history of experimental music in relationship to electronic and digital technologies. Students learned how technology has influenced the development of modern experimental music and studied some essential
elements, concepts, aesthetics, techniques, and tools in making experimental music. Students also gained hands-on experience with the
fundamentals of electronic music, digital audio, and music technology.
Finally, they built musical instruments, composed scores for their novel
instruments, and performed a piece of music with the instruments and
scores they created. Through these phases, students learned the fundamental of music-making and gained practical skills and knowledge
in music technology.
Table 3 illustrates some topics covered in the Experimental Electronic
Music class. These items split into three parts: concept, practice, and
techniques 5 . Communicating the essential concept of music was important to help students understand the underlying ideas that provide
the structure for Score Instruments. By learning existing musical practices, students contextualized their musical ideas, moving beyond technical concerns and developing their artistic language by situating and
composing their novel musical instruments. Finally, technical compo4 coloradocollege.edu/academics/dept/music/
5 Materials for theories and methods taught in the course primarily came from [49, 85,
158]
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practice

concept

techniques

Physicalities

NIME

Electronics

Indeterminacy

The Open works

Analog Audio Signals

Noise

Improvised Music

Digital Sound Representation

Silence

DJ Culture

Programming Music

Modes of Listening

Algorithmic Composition

Sound Transformation

Repetition

Electronic Music

Digital Sound Synthesis

Time and Place

Sound Art

Music Information
Retrieval

Table 3: Example topics covered in the Experimental Electronic Music Class.

nents are needed for students to create and program their instruments
for the final performance.
Each class was organized for the students to learn all three parts before tackling hands-on activities. By the end of the course, students
learned not only how to build their musical instruments, but also how
to invent adapted score systems to compose musical pieces and perform them, going through the entire cycle of thinking through the Score
Instruments concepts. Figure 113 shows some of the work resulting
from the class.

b)
Figure 113: Some of the student projects from the class: 1) Ski Harp by
Colin Manahan (Instrument), b) H2Euphoria by Kyra Bergsund
(Graphic Score), and c) Planet Waves by Tamman Montanaro
and Noah Siddiqui (Performance).
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6.4.3

Special Musical Wonderers

Through countless demonstrations of example Score Instruments, vis-

itors and interlocutors often comment on the potential of instruments
such as MM-RT to engage people with special needs in music-making
activities. Many people mentioned helping children-especially those
on the autism spectrum-from a learning and engagement standpoint;
or assisting seniors engaged in physical and cognitive therapy, adults
who need physical or cognitive rehabilitation after trauma, or people
with disabilities (e.g., blind, deaf, and blind-deaf). For instance, during
a demonstration of MM-RT to a blind person, she immediately said "I
already like it!" without even hearing the explanation. She said that being able to touch physical objects and feel the vibration with her own
hands while hearing the sounds was vital for her to make a connection
with a musical instrument.
Children with autism, dyslexia, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and other neurodiverse profiles also experienced playing
with MM-RT at the Empowered Brain Institute 6 during a programming
workshop for Computer Science Education Week. During the sessions,
MM-RT attracted and held the attention of the children at irregular intervals. Depending on the children's preferences, they would leave the
space where MM-RT is to look for objects and keep coming back to interact with the instrument using their own found objects.
Observations and informal feedback from these experiences suggest
that using Score Instruments to create more opportunities for people
with special needs to engage in music-making can lead to new insights
into the design of Score Instruments. Engaging special Musical Wonderers with Score Instruments may be a favorable future direction in
which to expand this current work.

6.4.4

Case Study: A Potential for Leaming Science with MM-RT

Developing curricula and teaching classes at Colorado College led me
to wonder about the potential of Score Instruments to assist in learning
various school subjects. This section considers a design fiction where
Musical Wonderers learn topics in science through interactions with
MM-RT. It assumes that the reader is already acquainted with the work,
especially MM-RT, and offers a different type of reasoning and thought
exercise on the genesis of mental gestures and conception of musicmaking. In this context, we will speculatively present a series of short
illustrative scenarios.
6 empoweredbrain.org/
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MM-RT often triggers the players' curiosity about the inner workings
of the instrument. Therefore, the instrument offers a chance to learn
about science [106]. Figure 114 shows different fields of study that the
MM-RT internal mechanism touches. The instrument is inherently built
with all these areas in mind and envisions revealing some aspects of
them directly to the players. As discussed in Chapter 3, Score Instruments utilize two techniques to stimulate the players to reflect on their
activities: visualization and musification. MM-RT also employs music visualization techniques to communicate to the players the musical state
of the system. The instrument also employs musification, a method to
turn everyday sonic sources into musical instruments and materials
for composition. This section describes how both techniques may lead
the players to reflect on different aspects of the fields illustrated in the
diagram. The section concludes by mentioning the significance of computer science in the two techniques employed in MM-RT.

61ectro"49netisrn MMR

AOcs

MM-R

Figure 114: Diagram of Fields associated with MM-RT.

Visualization
MM-RT visualizes each musical mode in real time to help players grasp
the theory behind generated music. The displays visually represent
sonic, rhythmic, and melodic properties of each musical mode. For the
percussion and melody modes, the displays show a step sequencer, a
programmable rhythm generator to play musical events and typically
used to produce drum sounds and chords (see Figure 56 for an example interface of a step sequencer).
In these two modes, the displays split into 16 segments, and each segment represents a beat in a musical measure (see Figure 115). A green
color bar on a display segment indicates a musical event on that beat.
A yellow cursor moves along the 16 segments to indicate the current
beat. This visualization technique helps the player predict when an ob-
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ject will trigger. The method also helps the players to count the beats.
Additionally, the display also shows how fast the entire musical measure is played. In musical terms, the speed at which music is played
is called Tempo. Tempo is an essential concept in music and dictates
how fast beat-counting should be.

Figure 115: Percussion and Melody modes side by side.

Beat-counting is one of the fundamental skills to understand the concept of rhythm. In the melody mode, the pitch value of a musical note
is also displayed to the player in a musical alphabet when the cursor
hits a beat that has a musical event. While the displayed pitch values
will not mean much to musical novices, they may start to correlate the
relationship of what they hear and see through interacting with MM-RT.
Additionally, they may begin to associate pitch values with the alphabet letter shown on display. From this experience, users may begin to
intuitively understand the concepts of pitch, interval, and melody.
The visuals for the grain and microphone modes both engage the players in a low-level sound description using the concepts of frequency

and amplitude. For example, the grain mode displays a horizontally
scrolling waveform that represents frequency, the rate of the vibration
going through an object (see Figure 116). The display brightness dims
as the player lowers the amplitude, the maximum extent to which vibration can penetrate an object. Similarly, the microphone mode displays the amplitude of an incoming audio signal from other musical
instruments. However, instead of using a waveform display, it uses a
square shape that grows and shrinks with the incoming volume. By using these visualization approaches, the players experience an intuitive
sense of fundamental properties of sound and music.
Music theory is fundamentally related to the study of mathematics [126].
The concepts we touched upon so far such as beat, measure, rhythm,
frequency, and amplitude can all expressed in numbers and their interrelated relationships. MM-RT continually hints at the opportunity to
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Figure 116: Grain and microphone modes side by side.

think about music theory through visualizing the state of the musical
instrument. At the same time, the instrument also stimulates the players to think about aspects of physics including electromagnetism and
acoustics.

Musification
Musification is the act of turning everyday sonic sources into musical
materials. It is also a great way to question the very definitions of music or noise, providing a unique perspective on the origins, conception,
and acoustic properties of musical instruments. The field of acoustics
can be divided into three parts: 1) the production of sound, 2) the propagation of sound, and 3) the reception of sound [124]. MM-RT enables
the players to reflect on these three perspectives, with an emphasis on
the production of sound. The fundamental sound production sources
of modern musical instruments consist of mechanical, acoustical, and
electrical vibrations [72]. Musical instruments such as piano, accordion,
drum sets, clarinet, and electric guitar teach us about the diversity of
ways to produce sound vibrations. Expanding on these musical instruments, MM-RT combines different vibrating methods through electromagnets, permanent magnets, and random objects around us to produce sounds and turn everyday environments into musical materials.
MM-RT is a magnetic playground. The simple act of holding a magnet
and feeling the magnetic attraction and repulsion from an embedded
electromagnet is a surprisingly satisfying and playful activity. As described before, with the force generated by the electromagnets, any
magnetic and ferromagnetic objects placed on top of MM-RT can become sources of musical sounds. Playing with MM-RT is inherently
about inventing new ways of creating novel sounds by configuring the
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interactive relationship between magnets and objects. The secret lies
in the triangular relationship between the electromagnet, the object and
the small permanent magnet configured within this object.
When a player engages in this trisect interactive relationship, they start
to curiously explore the normally-invisible intersections of the pulsating magnetic fields, magnet movements, and the acoustics of random
objects. How strong is the magnetic force coming out of an electromagnet? How big a magnet can I use? What shape does the magnet
have? What ways can I couple the magnet to the object? What happens when I choose an object with a different shape, size or material? These are the kind of questions the players might ask to refine
and construct their musical instruments, which would then go on top of
MM-RT. Their unique musical instruments designed for MM-RT may
not produce sounds in the way they might have anticipated. The players might then engage in the iterative process of reconfiguring their
musical instrument to get the desired sounds out of the instrument.
The ways in which a magnet and an object may be coupled to create
sound can be explained by the physics of mechanical and acoustical
oscillators. For an object to mechanically oscillate, it needs two basic
properties: stiffness and inertia. Stiffness is a spring-like quality that
defines the rigidity of an object, while inertia is the property of matter that resists to any change in its state of motion unless an external
force [182] changes that state. Oscillators have a means for storing
potential energy (spring), a means for storing kinetic energy (mass),
and a means by which energy is gradually lost (damper). Vibratory motion involves the alternating transfer of energy between its kinetic and
potential forms. Perhaps the periodic motion called simple harmonic
motion describes the basic elementary oscillation the best way, along
with the mass-spring system shown in Figure 117.
The spring with mass is oscillating in the diagram above. The spring
has stiffness and continuously puts a force on the mass to return it
to equilibrium, a state in which opposing forces or influences are balanced. The spring system in the diagram is moving very slowly and
may not produce sound by itself. However, it does demonstrate to us
that permanent magnets and objects are configured for MM-RT in the
same way as this spring system but in a much more complex way. For
instance, consider the magnet-object configuration used in the melody
mode where magnets are firmly attached to an object to resonate altogether. In this case, permanent magnets act like the spring in the
Figure 117: A mass- diagram above in which their oscillation is controlled by the electromagnets installed beneath MM-RT. Cavitary objects then act more like
spring
system on the mass in the diagram, affecting the way spring oscillates. Because
a simple there can be hundreds of ways for the magnets and objects to be conharmonic
motion
configuration.
(Image
credit:
Wikipedia,
"Animerat
massa-
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figured to produce sounds, the players of MM-RT can almost infinitely
experiment and create their musical instruments.

Digital Audio and Computer
We now have a better understanding of how a magnet and objects
can be configured to create musical sounds, but how about electromagnets? Any players who question how the electromagnets are controlled within MM-RT would learn more about how electronics, digital
audio systems, and audio programming languages work. Electromagnets in the MM-RT are digitally and electronically controlled with an
audio programming language called SuperCollider 7 . SuperCollider is
used by musicians, artists, and researchers working with sound to experiment and play with audio synthesis and algorithmic composition.
Audio synthesis is a method computer employs to generate sounds.
All of the musical modes described in this post heavily engage in the
use of audio synthesis to create behaviors. Furthermore, algorithmic
composition, the technique of using algorithms to create music, control how the audio synthesizers behave in each musical mode.

7 supercollider.github.io
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CONCLUS ION

The dissertation work presented in this document covered the vision of
Score Instruments: a concept and model for studying and understanding the design and evaluation of Interactive Music Systems (IMSs) that
merge an instrument and score into a unified musical interface. Score
Instruments expose parameters of an original musical intent created
by composers to invite players to improvise and play music. By revealing such parameters through the interface, Score Instruments aim to
make Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) accessible to Musical Wonderers: people who want to know more about music in performance,
installation and everyday contexts. Musical Wonderers play Score Instruments by freely interpreting and exploring music rather than focusing on a technically correct realization of it. Successful Score Instruments trigger Musical Wonderers' sonic curiosity and encourage them
to proactively encounter, explore, invent, and compose new sounds
and their own musical language.
This dissertation research described the theories, methodologies, and
applications of Score Instruments. Score Instruments are designed to
ease Musical Wonderers' cognitive load and lead them to focus on
sounds as a creative medium in short- and long-term contexts. This
concept offers a shift from the traditional approach to how we think,
consume, and create music.
Two research projects realized concepts and practices of Score Instruments. The City Symphonies project is a ubiquitous Generative Music
System (GMS) that players harness over an extended period. MM-RT
is a tabletop tangible musical interface that uses electromagnetic actuators and small permanent magnets to physically induce sounds into
found objects. These projects showed that Score Instruments could be
implemented in both physical and digital interfaces.

7.1

Future Work

Aside from technical and design improvements, one future direction for
Score Instruments is to deploy them further to encourage Musical Wonderers to engage in music-making at different stages. Making these
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projects available to use at scale would reach more Musical Wonderers in the real-world context and create an opportunity to measure the
impact of Score Instruments through the collection, analysis, and interpretation of user data. The deployment of Score Instruments can also
drive research related to the future of human expression, as well as
novel and unique ways to enrich people's lives.
Future work for City Symphonies may involve reaching more Musical
Wonderers by creating multiple entry points to the platform. For example, creating an Application Programming Interface (API) and providing
the building blocks of the platform to the public would encourage Musical Wonderers with programming experience to extend and support
its growth. In general, for the City Symphonies platform to grow and
reach a broader audience, it must be programmable at different levels.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, making the platform flexible enough to allow such capabilities will require tighter integration of multiple software
applications and a sensible adaptation to players' skill sets and their
local environment.
Since MM-RT involves hardware, a manufacturing process will be required to deploy the system. One way of achieving this is to open
source both the hardware and software for MM-RT, so that individual
users who are interested in this instrument can use their own tools to
build it. As an agile manufacturing process using machines such as
laser cutters, small Computer Numerical Controls (CNCs) machines,
3D printers, and pick-and-place machines is becoming accessible, and
deploying MM-RT in small quantities is realistic and achievable. Such
processes can also help in establishing a focus group-a number of
participants who discuss a topic directed by a researcher-to evaluate
the impact of MM-RT further.
Future research on Score Instruments is directed by a drive to em-

power and influence musical experience with technological magic. The
concepts and systems documented in this dissertation look forward to
bringing a people a better and more meaningful life through music and
art.

7.2

Ideas for Future Score Instruments

The Score Instrument concepts and systems covered in this dissertation provide a foundation for future research. They can also act as essential supporting structures to generate new metaphors, approaches,
and projects based on this dissertation. This section describes possible future projects that may emerge from the ideas based on Score
Instruments.
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7.2.1

Constellation Observatory

Constellation Observatory is based on Constellation, described in
Chapter 4. Instead of using a web-browser and a Liquid-crystal Display (LCD) screen to explore sounds, this version of Constellation
would be site-specific. It would allow players to explore sounds using a
laser pen inside a geodesic dome structure (see Figure 118). The dome
structure would contain four or more projectors to form an immersive
display that draws sound objects as a constellation. The position of
the laser pen could either be visually tracked by cameras or gesturally
tracked using a gyroscope and compass on the pointer.

Figure 118: A concept image of Constellation Observatory. This view of the
geodesic dome is cut in half to reveal the inner surface. Projectors
are placed in the four corners of the dome at the ground level.
Person in the center for scale.

In this environment, the players would also have an immersive sound
experience through a surround sound system such as Ambisonics,
a sound production technique that creates spatially distinguishable
sources [81]. A surround sound system would ideally be able to generate sounds from a position the player indicates with the laser pen.
The laser pen would also contain a transducer that plays the music
users are currently hearing, so that they would feel the vibration with
their hands, making the whole system more tangible and creating the
illusion of being inside a massively scaled musical instrument.

7.2.2

Speakies

Speakies is a project idea for a large-scale drum circle that inherits
concepts from the author's master's thesis 1214]. This dissertation has

noted the fascinating potential of turning everyday objects into musical
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instruments. Such an approach to music-making can engage sound exploration and create different types of musical dialogues. With this idea
in mind, Speakies is a co-creation system that enables massive musical collaboration. The origin of this idea comes from the Light-emitting
Diode (LED) Throwies by Graffiti Research Lab'. Speakies are like
LED Throwies, but focus on everyday objects and sound.
DJ

People and Object

Speakle
Music Control

IRReceiver

Bater

--

MOSFET

Transducer

--

o c -fron

EmCoveteteraie

Figure 119: A system diagram of Speakies showing the interaction flow in
the performance scenario. DJs send musical control signals via
IR emitters to Speakies, which audience members then attach to
physical objects that play sounds.

A system diagram of Speakies appears in Figure 119. The interaction scenario outlines around the collaboration between a DJ/Musician
and audience members using multiple random objects. Each audience
member gets a Speakie-a battery-operated transducer, transistor,
and IR receiver-that they can attach to any surrounding object. The
DJ can control the audience members' Speakies via IR transmitters
that encode musical information. The resulting arrangement vibrates
the Speakies together alongside with the music played in the space.
Audience members can enjoy the music happening in the space while
exploring the musical affordance of everyday objects.

7.2.3

Carbonated Music

Carbonated Music extends MM-RT with tangible tabletop musical interfaces such as Reactable and Scapple, which employ projectors and
camera to turn surfaces into interactive environments [104, 118]. This
musical environment is equipped with a matrix of electromagnets under
a tabletop to obtain fine movement control of magnets on the surface
(see Figure 120). As with MM-RT, moving magnets and their interaction with various materials produce sounds. Computer vision-based
software tracks magnet movement on the surface via a camera input. Based on the current position and movement of the magnets, the
software then projects visual animation on the surface, enabling Musical Wonderers to enjoy a multisensory immersive music experience
through sound, vision, and touch.
1 graffitiresearchlab.com
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Figure 120: A conceptual prototype of Carbonated Music. Everyday objects,
construction kits, and magnets interact on the tabletop surface
to create generative music. A projection on the surface provides
visualization of the musical events to guide players.

The name Carbonated Music emerged from imagining an environment
where spherical magnets effervescently sparkle and bubble like water
fizz. In this tabletop environment, players can configure how electromagnets are actuated. In one musical mode, for example, the system
acts as a radial sequencer to enable users to track and predict the
successive triggering of magnets on the tabletop surface. Players can
also create Rube Goldberg-like construction set to direct and limit the
movement of magnets and observe the resulting music [136].

7.2.4

Ambient Carousel

Ambient Carousel is a new type of musical interface based on mechanical constraints and material interaction. The system is at the intersection between the automatic musical instrument and tangible interface.
The interface is a turntable surface that rotates several musical bowls,
much like a teacup carousel ride at an amusement park. Musical bowls,
also called singing bowls, are often used by Buddhist monks, and can
be played either like singing crystal glasses or as percussion instruments. In our system, the bowls create a continuous singing singing
sound when the user places a rolling magnetic ball into them. When
multiple musical bowls resonate, the system produces a unique style of
unobtrusive ambient music that contains sonic, visual, and tactile components. While maintaining sonic coherency, the inherent mechanical
constraints of the system guide users into improvising with the acoustic
properties of bowls and balls.
Ambient Carousel aims to make ambient music-making accessible by
encouraging Musical Wonderers to physically and visually explore an
epicyclic gearing system. The aim is to make users aware of the om-
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Figure 121: A prototype image of Ambient Carousel. Much like the teacup
carousel ride in the amusement park, the Ambient Carousel system has three independently rotating circular pads on a larger
turntable.

nipresence of ambient music in our daily lives, in places like airports,
train stations, and shopping malls. While the creation of ambient music
is still limited almost entirely to expert musicians who have access to
professional audio production tools, by mechanically exposing the inner workings of ambient music, Ambient Carousel provides users with
ways to explore materials and their acoustic and musical properties.

7.2.5

Contextualizing MM-RT

MM-RT can be used to perform in specific situations, locations, and
with specific objects. Places such as chemistry and biology labs,

kitchens, factories, libraries, and home decor stores offer an amazing
array of objects and materials. For this reason, performing with MMRT in different locations can result in very different music, even when
the internal software uses the same musical data. MM-RT can also be
used to express a specific theatrical narrative about a particular space
in relationship to objects available there.

Figure 122: An imaginary

flyer of kitchen-based
music performance
using MM-RT.

For instance, as a suggestion from Professor Hiroshi Ishii, a cooking
simulation performance could be a compelling form for presenting MMRT. In this scenario, audience members would deliver different types
of kitchenware, utensils, and even food in a restaurant kitchen station
context. These actions are food orders handed to the cooks/performers. Their role is to make music out of the food orders through natural
cooking-like movements and gestures, as cooking wares, pots, and
pans work particularly well with MM-RT. This would also bring aware-
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ness to the musical qualities of the sounds produced every day when
cooking. Similarly, chemists/performers could make music using chemical lab equipment. Instead of using a magnetic stirrer to mix chemicals,
for example, MM-RT could be used to play sounds with artifacts such
as beakers, flasks, and cylinders. These two examples are just the beginning. Possibilities for contextualizing MM-RT in different scenarios
appear to be limitless.

7.3

Coda

In conclusion, I would like to revisit the two instances of Score Instruments explored in this dissertation, Constellation from City Symphonies and MM-RT, to reflect on their evolution and contributions.

Thousands of people played Constellation and other score-making
web applications that I built between 2013 and 2017 in the context
of the City Symphonies projects. I initially thought that it would be in-

timidating for people to use new instruments that advocate changing
their definition of music. However, by concealing this concept behind
simple web apps, I believe that I was able to inspire users to listen to
the sounds and noises around them in a different way. Constellation is
a tool that is flexible enough to adapt to any city, and that presents a
unique view of not only the sonorities in that city but also of the people
who live there, each of whom will use the tool in a unique way.
As of 2017, I have made five different versions of MM-RT, and performed with those different versions more than ten times in different
countries and contexts. I originated this instrument as something that I
would use for musical performances, but I also wanted to see how other
people would use it-and more than a hundred of them have asked me
"where can I buy it? I want one!" I have played it for audiences of more
than thousand people, as well as for small, intimate rooms. MM-RT is
an instrument that I want to keep practicing with. Each time I travel with
it, I bring only a few objects, and find more in the city where I perform.

Dollar shops and junkyards are my go-to places for inspiration. I enjoy knowing that MM-RT will always sound different, but I will still be

able to improve my performances through practice and audience feedback. It is an unusual instrument, as the audience at the Guthman New
Musical Instrument Competition recognized. In fact, it is impossible to
describe with words alone.
I do not know precisely where MM-RT is going, but I will keep performing with it.
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There will be more new musical instruments to be made in the future.
My sincere hope is that some of the materials documented in this dissertation will be useful for future artists, engineers, scientists, designers, instrument builders, composers, musicians, and music lovers.
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APPENDIX

a.1

Code Listings

<CsoundSynthesizer>
<CsOptions>
3 ; Select audio/midi
flags here according to platform
4 -odac
;;; realtime audio out
;;;uncomment -iadc if realtime audio input is
5 ;-iadc
needed too
6;
For Non-realtime output leave only the line below:
7 ;
-o oscils.wav -W ;;; for file output any platform
8 </CsOptions>
9 <CsInstruments>
1

2

10
11
12
13
14

sr = 44100
ksmps = 32

nchnls
Odbfs

=

2
1

15
16

instr 1

17

18 iflg = p4
19 asig oscils

.7, 220, 0,
outs asig , asig

20

iflg

21
22
23
24

endin
</CsInstruments>
<CsScore>

25

26
27

28
29
30

i 1 0 2 0
i 1 3 2 2 ;double precision
e

</CsScore>
</CsoundSynthesizer>
Listing 1: A simple Csound code example that depicts instrument and score
sections using a markup language, (Credit to csounds.com, 2017.)

1 Instrument {
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2
3
4

ocsynthName, <>parameters; //XXX
are made up of Dictionary
var <>controls , <ranges;
var .ccurSynth , ozcontinuous=false;
var

parameters

5

6

*new {

7
8
9

I synthName, parameters , controls , ranges
in it (synthName,
ranges);

Asuper.new.

parameters , controls

}

controls

init { I synthName, parameters,

11

th is synthName = synthName;
th is parameters = parameters;
th is controls = controls;
th is ranges = ranges;

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

ranges

}

.

play { I pitch , dur I
t h is .setParameter (\pitch , pitch);
t h is . setParameter(\dur , dur) ;
t h i s . curSynth = Synth ( this . synthName, this
parameters. asKeyValuePairs
1, \addAfter) ;
,

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

,

10

}

stop {
if (this . curSynth. notNil){
this. curSynth . free ;

}

}

setParameter { I key, value I
if ( this . parameters . includesKey (key)){
this . parameters [key] = value;
if (this .continuous){
this.curSynth.set(key,value);
};
^ [key,

value];

}

Anil

}
setControl { I index , value , min, max I
if (index < this. controls. size){
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42

var val = value. linlin (min. asFloat ,max.

43

asFloat ,this. ranges[ index ] [0]. asFloat ,this
.ranges[index][1]. asFloat);
Ath is . setParameter ( th is . controls [ index ],val);
}

44
45
46

A nil

}

47 }
Listing 2: An implementation of the instrumental model in SuperCollider.

1

/* jsh int esversion : 6 */

2
3
4

import Meyda from 'meyda';
import MathUtils from './MathUtils';

5

//XXX Assumes mono signal
export class AudioExtractorOffline {
8
constructor( signal , features , chunkSize){
9
this. signal = signal
10
this. features = features;
11
this. numFeatures = features. length;
12
Meyda. buff erS ize = chunkSize;
13
this. in it () ;
14
this. extract ()
6
7

15

}

16

init ({
this. featureSize = Math. ceil (this. signal. length
Meyda. bufferSize);
this.extracted = {};
for(var i=0;i<this.features.length;i++){
if (this.features[ i ] !== 'mfcc '){
this. extracted [this. features[ i ]]
new
Float32Array ( this. featureSize);
}

18

19
20
21
22

23

/

17

else{

24

this. extracted [this. features[i]] =
for(let j=O;j<1 3 ;j++){
this. extracted [this. features[ i ]].push(new
Float32Array (this . featureSize));
}

25
26
27

28
29

30
31

}
}

32
33
34
35

extract (){
for(var i=0;i<this.featureSize ;i++){

var subSignal;
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if (this. signal .length -(Meyda. bufferSize* i) <
Meyda. bufferSize){
subSignal = new Float32Array(Meyda. bufferSize);
for (var k=,len=thIs .signal .length -(Meyda.
bufferSize* i) ;k<len ;k++){
subSignal [k] = this. signal [(Meyda. bufferSize*
i )+k];

36

37
38

39

40

}

41

}

else{
subSignal = this. signal. subarray(Meyda.
bufferSize*i ,Meyda.bufferSize*i+Meyda.
bufferSize)

42
43

}

44
45

var features = Meyda.extract(this.features,
subSignal);
for(let feature in features){
if (feature !== 'mfcc'){
this. extracted [feature [i] = features [feature

}
else{
for(let j=O;j<13;j++){
this.extracted[feature][ j][i]
feature] j];

}
}

}

=

features[

}

}

normalize (){
for(let feature in this.extracted){
if (feature !== 'mfcc '){
MathUtils . featureScaleNormalize (this. extracted[
feature]);

}

else{
for(let i=O;i<13;i++){
MathUtils. featureScaleNormalize (this.
extracted [ feature][ i);

}

}

}

}

getFeature (feature){
return this . extracted [feature];

}
getFeatures (){
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return this. extracted;

78
79

}

80
81

getFeatureSize({
return this.featureSize;

82
83

}

84
85

getMean(feature){

87

if (feature !== 'mfcc'){
return MathUtils.mean(this. extracted [feature]);

88

}

89

else{
var means =

88

90

for(let i=O;i<13;i++){
means.push(MathUtis.mean(this.extracted[
feature][i]));

91
92

93

return means;

94
95
96

}

}

97
98
99
100
101

102

truncateFirstValue ({
for(let feature in this. extracted){
if (feature
== 'mfcc '){
this . extracted [ feature]
this . extracted
feature]. slice (1)
}

else{

103

for (let i=0;i<13; i++){
this. extracted [feature [ i] = this. extracted
feature ][ i]. slice (1);

104
105

106
107

}

108
109

}

110

ill

truncateLastValue ({
for( let feature in this.extracted){
if (feature !== 'mfcc '){
this . extracted [ feature] = this . extracted
feature ]. slice (0, this. extracted [ feature
length -1);
}

112
113
114

115

else{

116

for ( let i =0;i <13; i++){
this . extracted [feature [ i] = this . extracted
feature ][ i]. slice (0, this . extracted [ feature
i length -1);

117
118

119

}

120

}

121
122

}
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123
124
125
126

cleanup () {
this. truncate FirstValue ()
this. truncateLastValue ()

127

var findNan = element => !isNaN(element);
for(let feature in this. extracted){
if (feature !== 'mfcc '){
this . extracted [ feature] = this . extracted
feature]. f il t e r (findNan)

128
129
130
131

}

132

else{
for (let i=0;i<13;i++){
this . extracted [feature i[I] = this . extracted
feature ][ ii. f ilt e r (findNan)

133
134
135

136

}

137

}

138
139
140
141
142

export default Audio ExtractorOffline;
Listing 3: The audio extraction algorithm using meyda, a JavaScript-based
audio extraction platform.
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id : String
city : String

2
3

7

userName: String
title : String
userTags: [],
desc: String

8

geoLocation :{

4

,

5

,

6

latitude : String
longitude: String

,

9
10

11

mediaType: {type :String , default: 'sound'},
mediaPath: String
imgPath : String
playCount: { type: Number, default : 0 },
likeCount :{ type :Number, defulat : 0 },
date: { type: Date, default: Date.now },
device: {type: String , default: 'web'),
converted: {type: Boolean, default: false),
approved: {type: Boolean, default: false},
url : String

12

,

13

,

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

}

Listing 4: The data structure of the media contents in Sound D6rive

1{

city: {type: String, default: 'Miami'},
username: String
email: String
password: String
fullName : String
date: { type: Date, default: Date.now },
newsLetter: { type: Boolean, default: true },
language: {type: String, default: 'en-us'},
zipCode: {type: String, default: 'None'),
age: {type: String, default: 'None'),
gender: {type: String , default: 'None')

2

,

3

,

4

,

S

,

6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13

}

Listing 5: The data structure for the user accounts in Sound D6rive
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#include
#include
3 #include
4 #include
5 #include
6 #include
1

2

"PeripheralsAndProtocols.I"
"SerialEventHandler.h"
"CD74HC4067MuxControl. h"
"SPSTSwitch.h"
"MatrixDisplay.h"
"MathUtils.h"

7

SerialEventHandler serialEventHandler;
SPSTSwitch * buttons [ kNumButtons];
10 CD74HC4067MuxControl *muxControl;
ii SerialSendData sendData;
12 SerialReceiveData
rxData;
13 MatrixDisplay
*displays [kNumDisplays];
8
9

14

15
16
17

uint8_t buttonPins[kNumButtons] = {kButtonPinl
kButtonPin2 , kButtonPin3 , kButtonPin4 };
char title [kNumDisplays] = { 'M' , 'M' , 'R' ,T
;
bool received = false;

18
19
20

void setup() {
serialEventHandler. setup ()

21

24

for ( uint8_t i =0;i<kNumButtons ; i++){
buttons [ i = new SPSTSwitch (buttonPins[ i]);
buttons[i]->setup()

25

}

22
23

26

//For Potentiometers
muxControl = new CD74HC4067MuxControl();
muxContrl ->setup()

27
28
29
30

35

//Indicate MM-RT is ready
for( uint8_t i =0;i<kNumDisplays; i++){
displays [ i] = new MatrixDisplay ( i);
displays[ i]->setup();
displays [i]->print( title i], LEDRED);

36

}

31
32
33
34

37

#ifdef kDebug

38

Serial. println (" Init Complete");
#endif

39

40
41

}

42
43
44

void loop() {
serialEventHandler. update()

45
46
47
48
49

So

//Send serials
for(uint8_t i=O;i<kNumButtons;i++){
buttons[ i]->update ();
if (buttons[ i ]->pressed(){
sendData.potlD = 0;
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sendData. buttonlD = kButtonlD+i ;
serialEventHandler . event(sendData)

51
52
53
54

}

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

muxControl ->update()
for ( uint8_t i=O;i<kNumPots; i++){
if (muxControl ->valueChanged( i)){
sendData. potlD = kPotlD+i;
sendData. potValue = muxControl ->getValue (i);
sendData. buttonlD = 0;
serialEventHandler . event(sendData);
#ifdef kDebug
Serial. print (sendData. potID);
Serial. print(" ");
Serial . printin (sendData. potValue)
#endif

68
69

}

70
71
72
73

74

75

//receive serials
if (serialEventHandler. getincomingEvent(&rxData)){
displays[ rxData. address]->setPixels (rxData.
yellowPixelsl _1 , rxData. yellowPixelsl 2
LEDYELLOW-1) ;
displays [ rxData. address]->setPixels (rxData.
greenPixels1_1 , rxData. greenPixelsl 2 , LEDGREEN
-1) ;
displays [ rxData. address]->setPixels (rxData.
redPixels1_ 1 , rxData. redPixels1 2 LEDRED-) ;

76

displays [ rxData. address+1]->setPixels (rxData.
yellowPixels2_1 , rxData. yellowPixels2_2
LEDYELLOW-1) ;
displays [ rxData. address+1]->setPixels (rxData.
greenPixels2_1 , rxData. greenPixels2_2 , LEDGREEN
-1) ;
displays [ rxData. address+1]->setPixels ( rxData.
redPixels2_1 rxData. redPixels2_2 , LEDRED-1);

77

78

79

80

displays [ rxData. address] ->setBrightness ( rxData.
brightness1
displays [ rxData. address+i]->setBrightness (rxData.
brightness2);

)

81

82

83

if (!received){
received = true;

84
85
86
87

}

}

88
89

if(received){

90

fo r ( uint8_t

i =0;i<kNumDisplays; i++){
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displays[i]->update(;

91
92

received = false;

93

}

94
95

#ifdef kDebug
Serial. println ("Looping");
delay(200);
#endif

96
97
98

99
100 1

Listing 6: The main software program in C++ on the Teensy USB
Development Board for MM-RT.
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a.2 Computer-aided Design Listings
1

2

1

3
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Figure 123: The schematic circuit diagram of the MM-RT unit. The diagram
primarily consist of connectors for the Teensy USB Development
Board and the CD74HC4067 16-Channel Analog/Digital MultiDlexer/DemultiDlexer.

Figure 124: The MM-RT PCB layout that is designed for milling. The board
essentially acts as a Serial bridge between sensors, displays, and
a computer with a satisfactory footprint.
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Figure 125: The laser-cuttable MM-RT box design with two modules. The
press-fit based box design was generated using Rhino.PythonMakeBox, then edited to fit electronic components by creating
holes with appropriate size and shape. Dimensions in inches.
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